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sturray , Tuesday Afternoon, April 19'79 In Our 1006 Year
BROWN SPEAKS TO'PRESe_ John Y. Brown, Democratic candidate for governor, and
George, were in Murray today to speak to members of the media. Brown says the major
is to bring industry to Kentucke.
Ledgerlz Times
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his wife, the former Phyllis
thrust of his administration
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
Brown Brings Greatest Asset, His
Wife Phyllis, On Campaign Swing
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
John Y. Brown Jr. brought what is
perhaps his greatest asset in his
gubernatorial bid — his tceevision
personality wife, Phyllis George — to
Murray today during a seven-city
campaign swing through west Ken-
tucky.
Brown, the multimillionaire owner of
the Boston Celtics professional
basketball team who formerly owned
the Kentucky Colonels team, said at a
press conference at the Holiday Inn
that he is running for governor because
"I think I can do things for Kentucky
that no other candidate can do."
With his wife of 17 days seated by his
side, Brown said that he had reached a
point in his life where he has the "time,
energy and commitment to go into
this." He said his greatest atisfaction
Breathitt To Be Keynote
Speaker At Vinson Night
Former Gov. Edward T. Breathitt,
Jr., will be in Murray Thursday night to
serve as the principal speaker at an
-Appreciation Dinner" for Mancil J.
.Vinson, a native Calloway Countian end
a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for Kentucky commissioner
of agriculture in the May 29 primary
election.
The affair, to he held at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center on College Farm Road, has been
spearheaded by a corrunittee headed by
Howton, retired chairman of the
agriculture department at Murray
State University.
Tickets., for the 6:30 p.m. dinner,
featuring West Kentucky barbecue, are
$10 each with the public invited, Howton
said. All proceeds wile,be applied to
Vinson's campaign expenses.
Serving as master of ceremonies will
be Dr. Adron Doran, president
emeritus of Morehead State University,
a native of Graves County and holder of
two degrees from Murray State. Doran,
a lifelong friend of Vinson's, will be
introduced by Murray State President 
Constantine W. Curtis.
The invocation will be given by Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr., minister of the
First United Methodist Church in
Murray, and G. T. Moody, assistant
pastor of First Baptist Church, Murray,
will give the benediction.
Breathitt, now vice-president for
public affairs with the Southern
Railroad and headquartered in
Washington, D. C., will be introduced
by the retired Morehead president.
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Rain developing tonight and
continuing Wednesday. Lows
tonight in the middle 40s. Highs
Wednesday in the middle 50s.
Winds, north to northeast at 5 to
15 mph tonight. Rein chances are
70 percent tonight and near 100
percent Wednesday.
Music throughout the evening will be
provided by young people from the 4-H
Clubs in Calloway County and FFA
members from Marshall County.
Vinson, for 13 years assistant com-
missioner of agriculture in Frankfort,
has been director of ellleteneaffairs at
Murray State since 1968 and currently
is on leave of absence from the
university to seek the agriculture
commissioner nomination from his
Party.
He holds a B.S. degree from Murray
State and a master's from the
University of Kentucky, both in
agriculture. In 1965, he was awarded
the first of the annual Distinguished
Agriculture Alumnus awards presented
by the university's agriculture alumni.
While in Frankfort, he served under
four commissioners of agriculture —
Ben J. Butler, Emerson (Dec)
Beauchamp, ,Wendell P. Butler and
Robert J. Miller. He also served as
director of agricultural marketing
under Ben S. Adams.
Since coming to , Murray State as
ehunie director, Vinson, 55, has led the
universite's Alumni Association
through its greatest growth period. Its
numbers have increased from 12,789 in
1968 to its present level of 27,297
graduates.
Murray State alumni today are
located in every state and 41 foreign
countries. More than (933,290 have been
contributed for alumni programs
during the 10-year period of his
leadership, and more than 8467,440
have been 'contributed and invested
with a wide variety of annual
scholarships being funded from the
interest generated.
These scholarships total 440 awarded
in the 1968-78 period and range in value
from $150 to more than $1,100.
Vinson, his wife, the former Ann
Stephens of Lexington, and their son,
Mark, a student at Murray State, live at
310 Oakdale in Murray.
Group Opposing
Tax Slates Meet
A group of local citizens has
scheduleda meeting for Monday, April
9, to plot strategy in a campaign to
oppose the recent five cent property Ur--
approved by the Galloway County
School Board:
Charles Windsor, a resident of Lynn
Grove and one of the leaders of the_
group, said the meeting will be held at 7
p.m. in the courtroom of the Calloway "
County Courthouse. . .
"Those opposed tolhe tax increase
voted by the county school board are
urgently asked to attend this meeting,"
Windsor said. ,
would come from representing the
interests of all citizens of the state.
"I will be an independent governor
who will act and read an the part of all
citizens," Brown said.
The former owner of the Kentucky
.Fried Chicken franchise, who an-
nounced his candidacy last Tuesday.
said he didn't feel his late entry into the
race would be any hindrance to him.
He also discounted any opposition he
would receive from other Democratic
candidates in the primary and stated,
"I am the only candidate who can unite
the Democratic Party and beat Louie
Nunn." Nunn, a former governor, is a
candidate for the Republican guber-
natorial bid:
Brown, who financed the national
Democratic Telethon several years
ago, stressed that running a govern-
ment is no different from running a
business. "State government in Ken-
tucky is a business, a $7;12
business, and I will menage it as such.
"I will bring efficiency and cost-
cutting to government," he stated.
"Governors in the past have sat in
Frankfort and played Santa Claus,"
Brown said, referring to the practice of
paying off campaign obligations by
political appointments. "The
politicians have run this state for 187
years, and we are always one of the
lowest states in terms in per capita
income and salaries paid to teachers."
The major thrust of his ad-
ministration, Brown said, would be to
attract industry to the state. Listing
See BROWN,
Page 10, Column 3
Boy Lost In LBL
Found Unharmed
CANTON, Ky. (AP) — A 10-year-old
West Memphis, Ark., boy, missing 15
'hours in the Land-Between-The-Lakes,
was found unharmed Monday after he
was spotted by an Army helicopter
pilot.
Officials said Jay Simpson was cold.
wet and hungry when he was
discovered about five miles from the
spot where his family had been cam-
ping in the Sugar Bay area.
After an overnight search, helicop-
ters were brought in from Fort Carap-
bell early Monday and the resew oc-
curred a short time later.
Two More File
For City Council
Another incumbent and a newcomer
have added their names to the list of
those filing for the Murray Common
Council in the Meee29 Printery election,
according to County Clerk Marvin
Harris.
Ruby Hale, an incumbent who is
serving her first full term, and William
Bailey, a newcomer to the race, are the
most recent candidates to file.
Aiears who have filed to date include
incumbent Steve Yarbrough in the
Republican primary. Incumbents Billy
Balentine, W.R. Furches and Billy Nix;
former councilman Loyd Arnold and
newcomers Harry Russell and Steve
Sammons have filed in the' Democratic
primary.- . • - •-
Council members are elected for two-
year terms and all 12 Positions are open -
for election. Filing deadline is Wed-
.
nesday, April 4.
Formal Inspection Of JROTC
Cadets At Calloway Scheduled
The Annual Formal Inspection to
grade the progress and abilities of
student cadets in the Calloway County.
High School Junior ROTC program to
be held at 1:15 p.m. Wednesday in Roy
Stewart Stadium, according to Major
Freeman Dallas, JROTC instructor.
The 117-member unit, in its first year
of existence, will be out to achieve the
"Honor Unit Witli Distinction" rating
for the inspection, the highest_ in the
competition. Grading the squirs-'rettifie
Lt. Col. George Leimbauch, professor
of military science at Ohio University,
Athens.
The groundwork for the JROTC
program, the first in west- Kentucky,
was started two years ago by Dr. Jack
Rose, Calloway Cotinty Schools
superintendent, and Ron McAllister.
then principal of CCHS, Dallas said.
Dallas said he began recruiting for
the program almost inuriediately.
According to the JROTC program of
instruction, desired rearning autcomes
for the program include ethical values
and principles that underline good
citizenship, responsibility and respect
for constituted authority; development
of leadership potential with attendant
abilities to live and work cooperatively
with others; knowledge of educational
and vocational opportunities given by
the Army and development of the basic
skills necessary to function effectively;
familiarity with history, purpose and
structure of the military . service, im-
portance of physicalfitness in main-
taining good health and the ability to
. think logically ane-- .7^1seulicate ef-
fectively both orally and written.
Dallas said that he stresses self-
actualization and leadership in his
teaching, which isn't entirely in the
classroom.
"The program offers something in high
school for those who can't find anything
else to be involved in. We do the best to
teach them to be leaders and to know a
little bit more about themselves,"
Dallas said.
"I try to stay away from lectures and
use drills and hands-on experience,"
Dallas added.
. He emphasized that each student has
the opportunity to be a squad leader.
Between Dallas, who retired from
active duty 2 4'2 years ago, and Sgt.
Howard Willson, the other. JROTC
instructor who retired one month ago,
there is 45 years of military experience.
Dallas said two-thirds of that time was
spent teaching.
A run-down of the courses offered by
the program include 13 hours of in-
troduction to the Army, 13 hours of
hygiene and first aid, 16 hours of in-
troduction to map reading, 31 hours of
weapons and marksmanship, 53 hours
of leadership, 7 hours of instruction and
45 hours of cormtiander's time, Dallas
said.
Instructors for JROTC programs are
badly needed, Dallas added.
Qualifications for a good instructor
include being retired less than five
years and still active in a reserve unit,
having a high enough efficienty rating
to be accepted for the job, desiring to
work long hours and work with kids and
wanting to represent the military and
teachers.
The JROTC does not necessarily
prepare students for military life, but
for life itself. "We aren't teaching these
students to be soldiers but to be
citizens," Dallas said.
The real difference from college..
ROTC is that college teaches tactics,
Dallas added.
New courses including expansion of
the Red Cross first aid program and
CPR techniques, color guard, drum
bugle corp and a pistol team are ten-
tative for the fall, Dallas said. Weekend
activities such as field trips, survival
missions and repelling will also be
offered, he added.
The program is available to male and
female students in each grade.
Currently there are 13 girls in the
program. The breakdown by grades is
nine seniors, eight juniors, 36
See ROTC,
Page 10, Column 6
Teamsters' Strike Having Only
'Limited Impact,' Officials Say
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's
largest automaker furloughed 2,000
additional workers and placed another
3,400 on short- shifts today, but the
Labor Department said a partial
shutdown of the trucking industry is
having only "limited impact" on the
nation's economy. -
"A situation like this may build and
have wider impact," said a department
official who asked not to be identified
by name. "But at its present it is having
a limited impact."
With the shutdown in its second day,
General Motors Corp. announced it was
Placing 2,000 workers at its Warren,
Ohio, plant on furlough and giving 3,400
workers at its LordstoWn, Ohio, plant
short work shifts because of parts
shortages.
That left about 17,400 GM employees
either laid off or on shortened shifts
because of an industry lockout of
striking Teamsters._ -
Ford Motor Co., the nation's second-
largest automaker, announced no new
layoffs or shortened shifts. The com-
pany, which reported Monday that
58,000 workers had been given short
shifts, said-today the figure was ac-
tually 51,000.
Both firms said parts shortages
caused by the work stoppage were
responsible for their actions.
The Carter adminietration had no
Official comment on the labor dispute,
although one source indicated that
President Carter had no "imminent"
plans to seek a back-to-work order
under the Taft-Hartley Act.
The Labor Department said ship-
ments of perishable foods, milk, fuels
and, other essential consumer goods
were moving normally and that thus far
Concerts Slated,
By Murray Bands
The Murray City Schools' in-
strumental-music department will
present two concerts this week in
conjunction with "Music In Our Schools
Week."
The Murray High School bands wile
present a concert at 7 tonight in the
University School Auditorium. The
concert band, under the direction of
Frank Schwab and John Goode, will
perform "Arnparito Roca," a Spanish
march by Jaime Texidor, and "Kim-
berly Overture" by Jared Spears.
The Symphonic Band, directed by
James Light, will perform "Little
English Girl (L'Inglesina)," a sym-
phonic march by Delle Ceee, "Rondo"
from the "3rd Concerto for Horn" by
Mozart with Kent Eversrneyer as
soloist, and "Wycliffe Variation' by
Paul Whear.
The Murray Middic School seventh
and eighth grade bands will give a
concert for the student body at 9 a.m.
Wednesday. April 4. The seventh grade
band will play "March Futtira" and
"Sukura," a Japanese folk sorig. The
seventh grade band is directed by
Frank Schwab.
The eighth grade band, under the
direction M-JelfeeGoOdee wW -play
----"Ballairlair" and) "Festtvada." Both
toncertS are free Of charge and the
Public is invited. t'e
the government had received few
complaints from shippers about
transportation problems.
The government's assessment
agreed with an assessment offered
Monday by union President Frank
Fitzsimmons, who said shipments of
food, heating oil, gasoline, chemicals,
milk and bread products and medical
supplies would not be affected by the
lockout.
The union leader said the impact
would be felt in shipments of "general
freight ... straw hats, glasses, shoes,
auto parts, alligator coats."
An industry analyst said, "I don't
think you'd see anything in the first few
—days that would hurt very
•
SOFT LANDING — This auto driven by Ricky D. Nance, 21, Rt. 8, Murray,
stuck nose-down in mud after going down a 25-foot embankment along
Ky. 121 5 Monday night. Nance, who was treated and released at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, lost control of the vehicle prior to the accident
according to Kentucky State Trooper foe Oakley. Merry ambulance crews
lot several minutes, with the assistance of bystanders, before Nen-
e ele ,was brought up_tee steep embankment to a waiting ambulance.
Calloway County Deputy baayid. Salentine-Yards° on theetteilterie'ec7e—
cadent iccurred at 9:2; p.m. 6.2 miles south of Murray.
Phnto Gem, AcCutchetin
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tAIN By Abigail Van Buren
A Battered Wife
Finds a New Life
DEAR ABBY: I just left a shelter fur abused womep and
I'm starting anew job and a new life.
Abby, please tell women who are being abused by their
men that there IS help, but they can't do it alone.
Get to a .shelter where you're safe! Take your children
with you. Don't call him. He'll only put out his hooks to get
you to come back. You'll hear his same promises- to get
counseling or go to A.A., whieh  forgotten
once you're home and under his control again. He didn't get
that _way overnight, and he won't change overnight either.
Or in a week. Or a month.
Don't let your children grow up thinking this is a normal
way of life. Children of abusers become abusers themselves.
Don't believe that a bad father is better thanno father at all.
The end of battering is death, either of the body or of the
soul. There's help out there. Get it before St's too late!
I spend more than an hour each morning driving my child
to a day care center and then driving to work. I'm up before
6 a.m. and drop into bed exhausted every night. But it's
worth-A.-1'n now free of abuse and beginning to enjoy life
again. Women, memorize the phone number of the shelter
for abused women!
FREE AT LAST IN ANCHORAGE, ALASKA
DEAR FREE: Unfortunately, there is not a shelter for
abused women in every community-but 1 hope one day
there will be.
DEAR ABBY: You missed the boat when MIDGE asked if
she should tell her cigar-smoking, potbellied suitor She'd
marry him if he quit smoking and got rid of his pot. You said,
"Take him as he is, or not at all."
When a man is courting a woman, he will do anything to
win her.-.Any suggestions she makes to him during the court-
ship will be considered "suggestions for improvement.-
After they're married, it's called snagging."
Please reconsider. •
ONE MAN'S OPINION
DEAR ONE: True. Some men will do anything to win a
woman; but after he's wonIterlie-reverts to his old ways.
Somehow 1 can't see a cigar-smoking man who loves to eat
give up such notoriously addictive habits permanently.
DEAR ABBY: Every time 1 hear some ninny say "con
gratujatiops1 to a girl who has beeomeengaged or married I
Want -- '
• Don't they know that it is not proper to ednuatulate the
girl? They're supposed to congratulate the ICTA7s1, and wiili-
the girl luck.
• Please put this in your column, Abby. I'm sure a lot of
people could use the information.
A FRIEND IN ALAMOGORDO, N.M.
DEAR FRIEND: True, one congratulates the man and
wishes the girl luck. But in many instances, it's the GIRL
iirho dese-ryts the congratulations and the MAN whaneedit_:
the luck.
Wedding bag in your future? Whether your lifestyle is
bridal gown or blue jeans, Abby lays it all out for you in her
booklet, -How to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send Si and.
long, stamped 128 cents, self-addressed envelope to Abby:
132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.




A planning meeting was
held recently at the home of
Robert and Rachel Hendon,
Waldrop Drive, Murray, in
preparation for the Hazel
Alumni dinner held each year
on the Saturday night before
Easter.
Attending the meeting were
the officers, Robert Hendon,
president; Caufield Vance,
vice president; Myrtle White,
treasurer; and Griselda
Adams, secretary.
It was decided to have the
annual event at the Hazel
Community Center with Dr.
Will Frank Steely a 1943
graduate of Hazel High School
as speaker. Dr. SteelyiS now
professor of history at Nor-
thern Kentucky, State
University.
The Hazel Woman's Club
will serve a,btiffet style dinner
followed by musical en-
tertainment arranged by
Oneida White.
The decision was made to
make calls locally and send
out letters to out of town
alumni only due to the rising
costs of postage. It would be
very helpful if those plarming
- to attend would call your
reservations in to one of the
four officers. Reservations
should be in by April 11 in
order that the Woman's Club
will know how many. they are
preparing for.
At the close the meeting,
Mrs. Hendon served coffee
and cake much to_tbe delight
of each one present.
Local Agent
Thomas & Hunter
Vows To Be Read
Miss Patricia -inn Thomas
and Martin Robert Hunter
Mr. and Mrs. Billy E. Thomas of Cadiz Route 3 announce
-the engagement and approaching Marriage of their
daughter, Patricia Ann, to Martin Robert Hunter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert F. Hunter of Cadiz Route 6.
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of Trigg County High
School and is employed by Communications Unlimited in
Cadiz.
Mr. Hunter is the !;randson tif Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Oakley of
Murray Route 3. lie is a 1977 graduate of Trigg County High
Sabol and is presently engaged in farming.
The wedding is plattwed for Saturday, April 14, at 7:30 p.m.
at the DOnaldson Creek Baptist Church in Cadiz.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Look For Coming Fashions
Continues Soft, Feminine





---,Sportswear . Company are
-- going with three basic _ pant
'silhouettes fof Spring a/id
Summer:
Pleated 'ousers with about
18" at the leg.
Pegged pants with narrow
bottom sometimes slit at
ssaast•aaaaasaateeeestssats•aassasates
pie CR$çDown the Garden Path
I-think we willall be glad to
see March pass into gone-by
days. After such. a delightful
week of sunshine and warm-
th, it was disheartening to see
the snowflakes flying and feel
the-ley wind. The cold snapA
took its toll. The early
'blooming magnolias, such as
• the Soulangeans and Star,
were killed This morning the
- •
• •
- By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
beautiful blossoms hang limp
and by tomorrow will be
turning dark. But these two
trees are wellPayorth having,
for if they escape the late
frost, they are truly a lovely
sight. Last year boll') trees
were absolutely the most
beautiful things imaginable
But I will have to repeat that
CAP































SEAN THE CilEAT &2:3°Sun.
,CONNEllYIBAiN ROBBERY •
Unded *dials
•••  '..!.11119:i•• • 010
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• • —
Easter is the ohly safe
measurement 7111" -time for
safety.
1 covered my new Clematis
- vines that had just begun to
sprout and will leave them
covered-Urirll danger is past.
After Easter everything will
have to fend for itself.
Weather is an important
factor in gardening. The past
two winters have played
havoc with the Azaleas.
Having two hard winters in a
row and an unusually hot, dry
summer sandwiched < in-,
between, is just about- the
worst thing that could happen
to a plant. But that is the way
it is and we do our best and
strive to overcome obstacles.
On the whole we do pretty
well -
s,
But cold or not, we are all
drawn to the seed catalogue
these days.- Have -you ever
thought how many different
varieties there are? Literally
hundreds. I love to look
through them and picture
certain ones in. my garden.
Vsome of the old familiar ones
have been hybridized and
improved so that they hardly
resemble the old ones. New
ones have been developed, -so
that there is a plant for every
need.
I was. looking through a
batch of frees-seeds that are
sent to me and find some.. of
tfie Pink Polka Dot plan), a
-hissitigerfaln-whose real name
is Hypoestes. There are some
of the Dianthus, a hybrid
variety of the old fashioned
Pink. There is the Rudbeckia,
the 'big daiSystllteflower.. I
have enough to plant the
whole hillside if I had suf
fieient energy.
, Do you have a hot place in
your yard where nothing wil
grow? Dig it up a little, add
peat '111r#Slit and- plant . Por-
tulaca: It Will blossom all
summer until frost, with the'
brighteir'cotoriss scarlet,-
yellow, pink rid white and
will be a •Voy. 'ruck a
Geranium in a sunny spot and
watch it grow into a thing of
beauty. Set out some Lan-





The pant leg will range from
14" - 18". ,
,DETAILS: pleats, slits,
nitrow legs, belts.
- UP-DATERS: Narrow last
year's pant legs, add novelty
belts. '
Shorts and Others.. .For the
leg watchers, there will be
play shorts - short or bet
muda, little short skirt
bloomers, rompers in terrfe
cottons, knits, hardy wove:-
and linens in pastel, ear.
tones, and white. Look for t••
old "pedal pusher" length t
-DETAILS: slits, plea -
cuffs.
UP-DATEFtS; If you ha --
good looking legs, add a p
of short shorts with al.'s
ACCESSORIES . . . Cold- Is
the important news in i.
cessories. You will find bright
red, yellow, blue, or turquoae
to spark your Sprs.
silhouette. Be picky' in yl _-
selections to really make the-
count!
Jewelry .. . Bright colors z,
costume jewelry is a seasona:
response to brights or neutra.
white in ready-to-wear
Colored stones are a way of
up-dating the tailored look
Surveys show that most
consumers still want real gold
jewelry. For these, available
will be gold jewelry and gold
filled jewelry with emeralds,
rubies,. and sapphires at a
higher price points and
amethyst, garnet, topaz, and
aquamarine at lower prices.
Ankle bracelets still good
Bright colored bangels stil
strong.
Belts. ,.This season's in-
dispensable item! Available in
leather, fabric, metal from as.
7,5- 10 cm look to a neat 2,5-5
cm to at traditional 1.9 cm belt
(Includes macrame.).
Gloves...I.scy, cotton croth-
cheted showing up in briyht
colors.
Handbags.. Most important
look is the clutch in vinyl and
fabries-bbr mostly in leather
Shoulder bags still popular in
same materials.
Scarves...Shorter oblongs
and small squares in the new
bright color palette are the
attention getters.
Hats.. :Spring mini-hats
bring, a, touch of whimsy to the
head.- Small brimmed 'fiats
and pillboxes show up In
straw, satin and other fabrics
Decorations include feathers,
flowers or some type -af
veiling': The hat is to be worn




features peplum shapes, very
tiny marked waist, ac-
centuated hips and derriere
with bustle-backed bottoms,
bud-shaped designes. He
favors two jacket. shapes "a
' flared, tent)' jacket sashed in
o become a long full peplum
And a neat, bodice-tight short
jacket with contrast lapels
and cuffs with 'short above-
the-elbow sleeves.
s New Dior stocking features
an emboridered stripe,. run-
ning up the side of- the leg.
Bohan -uses high-heeled
sandals and for evening, he
ties little black satia_ribbons
on the sides.
Valentino: Valentino's color
palette includes sage with
black, black with black, black
with cream and cream-of
chicken beige, hot corale
bright yellow and lots of colors
in the rose color arid the
mango family. For make-up,
her prefers colors of summer
melon, a decidedly bright
color for cheeks and lips. No
brown, purples or clear reds
used.
Halston: Colors are hot arid
bright - lots of yellow,
turquoise, tangerine and
fuchsia. He prefers short,
printed slim dresses for day
and pants and jumpsuits for
evening. He favors evening
pajamas - white on white with
floaty long coat.
Yves St. Laurent- Classic
color palette for day - navy,
black and white, and lots of
black - plus_ speckled tweeds.
with his safari suits, he likes
one-shouldered t-shirts. He
shows simple, straight
chemise shirtdresses for day
and cocktail dresses in print
-silks with matching coats. In
his skirts, he uses a block of
black fabric from waist to
hipline and white below
hipline.
Yves St. La urejars_ ac-
cessories include small satin
hats with tiny brims, Snail
motif lapel pins, satin bows
holding the hair, spectator
purnpS in black and white
paot and long strands of
glass beads.
Mary McFadden: She
favors wrap silk blouSes and





Skirt," a resort cover-up.
Take two slinky slices of
fabric, add a drawstring and
side pockets and wear over a
bare swimsuit.
The first stewardess, Ellen Church, Carried baggage,
- helped PIOT the •irptdre out of the hanger,
441ined ,the planes interior and-rwfueled it.
• .s
HEALTH
Early graying is inherited
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Can
you please explain how hair
turns gra-Y ifiais there any-
thing a person can do to
avoid this or slow it down? I
am only 27 and find I have
quite a few gray hairs now.. I
love my natural hair color
and would like to avoid dye-
ing it but hate Vie gray
hairs. Could certain vita-
mins help this problem?
DEAR READER - There
are two factors which con-
tribute to gray hair. The
first is just plain loss of
pigment. Your hair color is
dependent upon pigment
that's formed from pigment
cells just as the color of your
skin is. The amount of pig-
ment determines whether
you have black hair, blond
hair or red hair.
People tend to base pig-
ment as they get older, both
from the skin and from the
hair. Of course; there is a
great individual variation in
th - . As you probably know,
4
s1 4
e people, when they get
der, develop little brown
spots or freckling and loss of
pigment in other areas of the
skin. This represents a
change in the function of the
pigment cells which is to be
expected in some people.
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An Italian-style hors d'oeuvre
that we find is always
success.
sa cup water,
3 4 cup olive oil
1-3rd cup cider vinegar
I medium onion, minced
1 clove garlic, minced
1 tablespoon salt
t4 teaspoon pepper
2 cups thinly sliced pared
cat=rifiU'
3 inediure or large green
peppers, seeded and cut
into 1lflf Squares
1 pound rntlshrooms Whole
• if small, halved if
medium, quartered if
large
5-ounce jar roasted sweet
red peppers, drained and
cut in strips •
In alarge saucepan bring to
a gentle boil the water, oil,
vinegar, onion, garlic, salt.'
pepper, carrots and green
Peppers; cover and simmer for
'5 minutes; add the. mushrooms
and oasil and simmer, covered,
for 3. minutes, Cdor Stii:tn the
red peppers. Chill to allow fla-
vors to blend, but bring to
o o 11,-- temperature before
serving on small plates with
cocktail forks. Makes 1 1'4 to' l
auarts
hair, so at the graying stage
you can have a variety et'
colors. Some hair may look
darker than it did before and
other is completely without
pigment. There are all gra-
dations in between. The
other factor that contributes
to gray hair is air accumu-
lating in the hair shaft.
Whenever this happens,
graying will result. You see
the same thing in cells from
the skin. The white flakes
from dandruff appear white
because the scales coming
off the scalp contain air.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 12-6,
Hair Care, to give you more
information about your hair,
why it turns gray, about
dandruff and general probL
lems that people have with
their hair. Others who want
this issue can send 50 cents
with a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope .(or it.
Send your request to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
I wish I could tell you that
there was, something you
could take which would keep
you from being gray, but
to improve nutrition that .
will help. It's true that in gave her repert on the
some animals with different Calloway Council meeting.
metabolic systems than we The secretary's report was by
have certain vitamin deft- Mrs. Effie Edwards.
ciencies may cause gray The 23rd Psalm was
hair. That doesn't apply to repeated in unison, and thehumans. Early graying is
usually an inherited charac- thought for the month was
teristic. read by Mrs. Rainey Lovins,
DEAR DR; LAMB -Will who also directed the
• •a - woman enjoy sex after recreational period.
0.
tomy either.
You see a comparable
thing in men. Some men
don't enjoy sex, or avoid it,
after a completely satisfac-
tory recovery from a heart
attack. So there is no spe-
cific answer but I can tell
you that anatomically and
as far as sensory nerves are
concerned, there is no rea-
son why you cannot continue





Mrs. Bessie Dunn opened
her home for the meeting of
the New Concord
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, March 14, at 1
p.m. with the president, Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield,
presiding. '
The major lesson on "Color
In Your Home" was presented
by Mrs. Timothy Graves. The
minor lesson on "The Look of
Spring" was given by Mrs.
Curtice Cook.
Mrs. Stubblefield read notes
there isn't. There's no *ay-- gr-O-wirig-diffodils and also
. -
her sex organs being sirs. •
haying a hysterectomy with
Emerson in
Mrs. Dunn was assisted by
DEAR 
? 
READER - -n -serving reshmenLs buffet-
may depend on with whom 
-
style „to ten memtjers and—
the is having sex. That's not three visitors-Mrs. Emerson, ''
a totally facetious answer. saes. Ruby White, secutirsi -:
Whether you enjoy sex or not , "Ewa la Like.
Lionel -and -mental attitude.
has to do with your emse .T.s  ,...., . _in' .._
pot luck Tuncheon in the Vine: --Some women do not enjoy
of %.-7-Mrs-T7Ra-iney-I-szi-v7insur.sonasex after a hysterectomy
and sometimes they did not ! Wednesday, April 11, at .. if -----:






adou‘soon resaryed $6.00 112 & under 341 •
ILa• 3.3.00 (12 & under $3 00)
INFORMATION: (Murray) 753 8355
PRICFSGOOP THRU SAT APRI1.7111
(INTRA!, SHOPPING CENTER
















" z EVERY Of
IsNirguit:FABRICS
20% OFF ALL FABRICS
HAINDRE10- OF ITEMS_ INCLUDING:
*DOUBLE KNITS •FORmAL WEAR
*SINGLE KNITS 'CHILDREN'S WEAR
•SPORTSWEAR 'LINGERIE & NIGHTWEAR

































Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls




volunteers for the new gift
shop at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will be held at
10:30 a.m, in the private




baritone, will give the final
- concert of the Murray Civic
-Music Association current




Association, District 13, will
meet at 6:30 p.m: on first
floor, Mason Hall, Murray
State University.
Delta Department pt the
Murray Woman's 1l1ib will
meet at 7 p.m. at the club
house. Note Ole change in ,
time.
Kappa' Department of the
Murrdy Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Virgin Chapter No, 55 Order
of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly ) Club will
Meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m.
Reservations at ;2 per
person are due for the MSU
--Women's 'Society Spring
Brunch and Style Show for
April 7. Members should




.Lunch will be- 'served at
11:45 a.m. at the Hazel




MisSiOn titioups Of Cherry
Corner Baptist- Church are
scheduledlomeetatl:341p;m;
at the chutch. •
Flit Baptist church
mission groups are schbduled






. The Murray Woman's Club -
is endeavoring to obtain'
copies of the minutes of the
beard and general meetings
during the period of 1916 to
1970, according to a club
spokesman.
The club plans to have the
-minutes of the :club bound in
_book form, but these minutes
have mit been found. Any one
having these minutes or
knowing who has some of the




Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at 1:30
p.m. with Rowena Stub-
blefield as hostess.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women aie scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, April 4
International film, "The
Spirit of the Beehive," will be
shown at 2:30 and 7 p.m. at the -
Murray State University
Student Center auditorium
with Dr. William Fletcher to
give the introduction and
panelists to be Dr. Jean
I.orrah and -James C.
Williams.
Singing Goff Family will
appear in concert at the
Trinity Christian Center,
North 12t1 and Olive Streets,
at 7 p.m.
Great Egg-Drop, will be at
Baptist Student Union
Wilding at 4 p.m.
Thursday, April 5
Preregistration for kin-
dergarten and first grade will`
be at Robertson School from it
to 10:30 a.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall on North 16th
Street.
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club
Thursday, April 5
Activities at Hazel Senior
Citizens Center will include
table games, quilting, or own
hand work at 12:15 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. fo
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., lunch at noon,
table games at 1 p.m. and bus
will take a load to Noreen's
Dolls and Craft Shop.
Opera Workshop per-
far-mance under the direction
of Prof. Henry Bannon will be
at 8:15 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Murray tate
University. •
Foreign Language Festival
with competition in speaking,
writing and talent activities
for students from First
District high schools will be
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Student Center, Murray State.
Non-denominational Bible
Study will be in Room 105, Roy
Stewart Stadium, at 7:30 p.m.
Robbie Birkhead will show a
film about the BSU Choir Tour
at thefiaptist Student Union at
6:30 p.m.
- - Bread for the World Chapter
will meet at the First
Christian Church library at
7.30 p.m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Directors will meet
at 5:30 p.m. at the library.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi wilt- meet at
the Ellis Cerrununity Center at
7,:30 p.m.
Kane And Kurz Vow.
To Be Realtray12
Miss Rita Ann Kane
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn H. Kane of Wickliffe announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Rita Ann, to thrittopher P. Kurz, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul N.
Kurz of Murray. ._
The vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 12, at 3 p.m.
at the First Baptist Church, Wickliffe, with the Rev. Bruce
Wills and the Rev. Martin Mattingly officiating. -
A reception will follow at the Ballard County Country Club.
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FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4,1979_
Nolin-McClatrt Vows tomorrovibe' Tit what "rrY•
What kind of day will 
proach. Avoid moodiness And
the stars say, read the 
LEO
To Be Read _Saturday 
fsoirg azt given for your 
birth Only 23 
to Aug, 2242 #144k.'
Wedding plans are now
complete for Sherry Nolin,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Nelin of Murray, and Jerry
250127,t44.
HENSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Henson
of Murray Route 6 are the
parents of a baby boy, Jason
Scott, weighing seven pounds
15 ounces, measuring 20L2
ihches, born on Friday, March
30, at 3:51 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Murray State University.....
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. M. F. Henson and
Radford Hester of Murray and
-Mrs. Dorothy Hayden of
Paducah. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hester
of Kirksey, Mrs. Pearl Dunn
and the late Louie Dunn of
Murray, Mrs. Annie Brewer
and the late Guy T. Brewer of
Paducah, and the late Lizzie
Herndon and Milburn Her--
ndon.
Toronto-born actress Mary
Pickford and actor Douglas
Fairbanks were divorced` in
1935.
FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY
Forlorn, Robbins, owner
711 Mono St. 753-GOGO(4646)
Immediate Ticketing
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS, GROUPS,
CAR RENTALS, UNARMS,
1 AIR LINE TICHTS
No Clung. by is.'
McClain; son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl McClain of Mayfield.
The vows will be exchanged
on Saturday, April 7, at 1 p.m.,
at Memorial Baptist Church in
Murray. The Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White will perform the
' ceremony.
A reception will follow at the
home of the bride-elect's
patients. -
Anthony Seavers will serve
as best man. Janet Allen will
be the matron of honor.
Robert Nolin and Andrew
Kalama will serve as ushers.
Kimberly Kalaina. will keep
- the guest register.
Jennifer Heegel will sing at
the ceremony and Jane
Rogers will serve as pianist.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend both the
wedding and the reception.
It may be difficult at present
_ _ rais.e nee.4.S.„CagiteL.
-
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 ) PA 
negotiations are doubtful. ARIES ° 
A
Seek the help of a friend re a 
partner or close ally wants to
domestic situation. Be open to
help.
CI
new ideas and don't let others' 14,1-1k1
negativity cause you to um- 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) _
Aerestimate )ourself. . You need a fresh ap
proach
TAURUS to old problems. A 
suggestion
trApr-. 20 to May 20) "VW'. ot_ a friend re health remedies
Worry about a romantic or physical fitness 
May fill the
situation could, keep you from bill.
enjoying asocial function. A LIBRA
close ally may provide you tSept. 23 to Oct
. 22)
unique solution.with You 'have a goo
d idea reh 
pEMINI earning potential or career 
ogress,  but wait for a better( May 21 to June 20)
Problems in other areas of to act. Co-workers 
may
life may have you concerned be Uncooperative.
about finances. A -cO-worker SCORPIO
maytave an idea that leads to ( Oct. 23 .to Nov. 21)
improved earnings- potential: Keep plans re travel sir-41e.
CANCER Otherwise, you may get
( June 21 to July 221 60 bogged down in details or
You seemed blocked, in complications. A social
many ways. Instead of gathering may dissapoint in
pushing your head against a some way.
wall, try an innovative ap- SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Further research is needed
before investing. An
overlooked factor may be the
key. Career duties may
.eonflict with home plans.
CAPRICORN !
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
News from a distance may
distress you. Socializing with
new friends may take ymir
mind off partnership con-
cerns. Hold your tongue.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Tighten the purse strings.





(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A close ally may not go
along with an idea of yours. It
may be better to wait for
new 
s1r c 0yts be. fore going tow
YOU BORN TODAY are
more patient than the typical
Arien. Capitalize on your
practicality and ability to
work hard by thinking big.
You'd make an excellent
manager for others' interests
and a good executive. The
theater, music and art are




Mrs. Sheila A. Dunn and
'Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
Sarah C. Green and Baby Girl,
Rt. 5, Box 240, Mayfield, Mrs.
Pamela A. Lambert and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2, Camden, Tenn.,
Mrs. Diana L. Duncan and
Baby Girl, Rt., 1 Dexter, Mrs.
Sharon R. Lueck and Baby
Boy, Rt. 8, Box 38, Murray,-_
Tillie Harrison, 821 E. S.
Street, Mayfield Mrs. Barbara-
L. Kimbro, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Wanda J. Kniffen, 114 E.
19th, Benton, Mrs. Sue C.





Tops 8 T-Shirts to18
Pants alittans 10 to 18
Shorts 56 and $8
Swimsuits $20 to 34
Dresses 16- $28
Sizes 4 Thru 20
PARKER'S
UNIFORM Et MATERNITY FASHIONS
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLA7/11 - PH. (502) 247-8449
Hours: 9:30-5:00 P.M. Mon.-Sat. 9:301:00 P.M. Friday
MAYFIELD, KY.
Tenn., Mrs. Barbara Owens,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Sue C.
Riley, 321 E. N. Mayfield,
Mrs. Sandra G. West, Rt. 7,
Box 137, Mayfield, Mrs.
Evelyn Dixon, Rt. 7, Box 628,
Murray, Mrs. ,Susan K.
Starks, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Wilda M. Massey, P. 0. Box
475, Gleason, =Tenn., Mrs.
Mildred A. Roberson, Rt. 4,
'Murray, Mrs. Alice L. Lax,
Box 23, New Concord, Mrs.
Mary K. Henson, Rt. 6, Box
58C2, Murray, Holly K. Cox,
320 Backusburg St., Mayfield,
Heather M. Cox, 320
Backusburg St., Mayfield,
Teddy R. Beane, Rt. 3, Box 154
A, Benton, Mrs. Annetta York,
Rt. 1, Box 292, Benton, Renee
L. Taylor, Rt. 5, Box 2326,
Murray, Bert A. Garland. Rt.
1, Itirksey, Howard J. Bazzell,
Rt. 2, Box 166,-Marray, Mrs.
Annis Thompson, Rt. 8,
Murray, Peter N. Self, Rt 5,
Box 456, Murray, Mrs. Norma
S. West, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Everett D. Whitson, Rt. 7, Box
184, •Murray, Tommy F.
Noonan, 205 S. 16th, Murray,
James W. Phillips, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Ruth M. Moffett,
Rt. 5, Box 1075, Murray, Mrs,.
Nedra A. Nall, Rt. 4, Mayfield,
Mrs. Madie Salmon (expired kc
Hazel.
PADUCAH PATIENT,
Elise Dubrock of Murray -
has been dismissed • from
Lourdes Hospital.-Padurah.
- _HOSPITAL PATIENT
Hal Kingins of Murray has
been 1-OatienT a rT,otrides
Hospital, Paducah.
North Fork .\eu---
Many Visitors In Homes In
The Area; Persons Are Ill
By Mrs. R. D. Key
March 19, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
and son, Mike, of Chicago,
spent last weekend here with
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Hopkins
of Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Taylor
Owen, Puryear, Tenn., and
also visited Taylor Owen in
the , County Hospital,
Paris, who is ill with
pneumonia. Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Owen and Mr. and Mrs. Max
Dale also visited Mr. Owen in
the hospital.
Mrs. Pauline Boyd and Mrs.
Warren Sykes visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins and Mrs.
Gloria Jenkins on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kuykendall Visited Charlie
Olive, who is a patient in a
hospital.
Mrs. Fannie Jackson of
Paris, Tenn., visited Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key Sunday af-
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
' Vandyke on Sunday.
Clerris Wilson returned
home Thursday from St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn., and is reported to be
doing fine. He and Mrs. Wilson
visited his mother, Mrs, Ovie
WiIsofiTterlday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam, Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Orr, and
Mrs. Jessie Pascha41 visited
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
and Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on
Sunday.
Mrs. Linda Orr visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins on Friday.
Mrs. Warren Sykes visited
Mr: and Mrs. Douglas Van-
dyke on inursday. -
Mr. and , Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington visited Mrs. Vera
Cobb last Sunday.
Mrs. Holice Grooms visited
_anti  
Paschall on Sunday:-
Glynn Orr visited Douglas
Vandyke on Friday.•,'%
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Carey
visited the Morris Jenkins'
family and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins on Saturday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Terry
Sills of Paducah were the
guests of Mr. and -Mrs.,
'Tfouglas Vandyke on Tuesday.
Mrs. Sills visited the R. D.
Keys Tuesday morning. •
Mrs. Lucille Callicott and
Mrs. Johnnie Jones visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on
Wednesday.:.-
-Mrs. Jessie Paschall.visted
Mr. and Mr-s7Douglas Van-,
dyke on Monday. - 
Mrs. Thelma Paschall of
Tucson, Arizona, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Sykes on
-Wednesday.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Brian, were supper
guests of the Glynn Orrs on
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris visited Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins and Mr. and Mrs..
Milford Orr on Saturday.
Mrs. Ovie. Wilson spent
Sunday , with Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Smith of
Lawrenceburg were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. I.udie Malray
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore visited, dr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key and Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and Mrs.
Gloria Jenkins on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus • Orr
visited Darce Kuykeadoll-who
is a patient in the Henry
County General-- Hospital,
Paris, Tenn., on Tuesday.
Howard Morris entered the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., on
March 15 for surgery. .
Mrs. Warren Sykes talked
by telepphone with her
daughter, Mrs. Susan Lee of
Roseville, Mich., who said









Toast and Drink r
Audie Grooms and Mrs. IRttie
Stafford of Detroit, Mich., to
visit with them at the Antioch
Baptist Church on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Stalls
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ludie
Matra). and Mr. and Mrs.
Adolphus Paschall last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson,
Mrs. Linda Orr, and Mackie
Gallimore visited the R. D.
Keys on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Marshall and Mr. and -Mrs.
- Morris Jenkins visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins and Mr. and
Mrs. Milford Orr on Wed-
nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Marshall and Mr. and Mrs. R.
D. Key visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke on Wed-
nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Bro. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes, and Mrs.
Howard Morris were with the
family of Howard Morris at
the hospital in Paris while he
was havving surgery on
March 16.
Other visitors in later to see
Mr. Morris were Mrs. Ruby
Owen, Mrs. Nomie Olive,_Mr.
' and Mrs. Gaylon Morris, Bro.
Glen. ByersiAstor of Mrs.
Morris, an r. and Mrs.
Doyce Morris of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall attended
revival services at the Lyn-
nville Baptist Church on
Thursday where Bro. Glynn
rr was. tbe evan,gelist.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
and Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
were the recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
on Friday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes, Mrs. Jessie Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, and
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Charlie Olive and
Taylor Owen, who are patients
at the Henry County Hospital,
on Friday:'
Rudy Key visited his sister,
Mrs. Sadie Bucy, for a few
days this week.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall and
Mrs. Glynn Orr visited Mrs.
Odessa' Tarkington who is a
patient in the Henry' County
Hospital on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Lanoice Harrington
in Parsons, Tenn. -
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall wee
Saturday guests in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sy;kes, Mitch Sykes, Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key, and Hafford
Cooper were dinner guests of
Mrs. Sadie Bucy on Sunder,.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones _
visited Mrs. Jessie Paschall
on Saturday.
MRS. CAMMIE SIMPSON celebrated her 92nd birthday on
Sunday, March 18, with a dinner at the home of her daughter,
Mrs-7Hassell Windsor and Mr. Windsor, Hazel Route 1. Her
husband, Nat Simpson, died _April 4, 1963. Present for the
celebration were Mr. and Mrs. Windsor, her granddaughter,
Georgia Arnett and husband, Ronnie Arnett. her two
great grandchildren, Carita and Kevin Clambers, Hazel
Route 1, along with Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Dick, Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Dick, Mrs. Daphyn
Bruce, Mrs. Monon Story, John Lee Dick, Leon Dick, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Owen, Mayfield, Lois Dick, Nashville, Tenn., Mrs.
Evelyn Hardin, Farmington; Mrs. Mable Rogers, Murray,













Perforated leather uppers let
air circulate Help keep,
\ your feet cool and dry
4110.
laissaioncial
Shoe Store -1-7 frt sqttb r




Nuclear power occupies a
unique position in this country's
public thought. That's a major
problem in coming to grips
politically and in terms of
national policy with what's hap-
pening at Three Mile Island,
Pa.
The threat of disaster_has
become an increasingly com-
mon fact of American life.
/ Government at all levels is
being surged constantly to deal
with such potential or real
dangers as the transportation
of toxic chemicals, poisonous
emissions from industry, the
development of new chemicals
whose., properties arenT-Ally






















left with a great
at can quickly be tur-
on one point, at least. Nothing
has occurred in connection with
the accident to substantiate the
claims by some nuclear-power
critics that government and in-
dustry officials and even the
news media -have conspired to
keep from the: public provable
information about the dangers
of nuclear plants.
The, accident at Three Mile
Wand was a shock — and a
yearning. It can't and won't be
ignored. But neither should it
'lead to a • panic-driven retreat
from nuclear power. European
countries, - which have
proceeded faster with nuclear
plants than the United States
has, aren't likely to stop
because of one breakdown.
Energy is the life's blood of the
American economy. To put a
tourniquet on that supply would
be far more dangerous than
trying to learn from the
Harrisburg-experience how to
make the supply more reliable.
Bible Thought
_ 
ht now, confusing - and Jesus Christ the same •yesterdsy.co tradictdry statements are aund8. today, and forcer. --ilebresss
dding to that unease. Even
Pennsylvania Gov, Dick Thorn-
burgh asked Washington to
send nu cY6ü experts to
Harrisburg because he wasn't
getting enough information to
ma d e emergency ec s ons.
What the impact of the ac-
cident will be on national
energy polickesrobably will
depend on how much damage
finally is done. But it seems_
fairly clear that public-fears at
the very least will slow down
the construction ,of nuclear
power plants. Some members
of Congress who previously in-
dicated they would 'support a
shorter licensing period now
-- say they won't push such
legislation. President Carter
predicted a more cautious ap-
proach and greater emphasis
on' safety measures, which
might mean even longer
periods than the 10 to 12 years
it's been taking tp get plants ay-_
proved.
In short, the nation's reliance
on nuclear energy to help make
it independent of foreign oil
may be scrapped. That would
be a mistake.
Other sources of energy, in-
cluding- solar power and oil
from coal, won't be able to take
the place of nuclear power in
meeting the nation's energy
needs for many years. Given
what we know and don't know
about nuclear energy, how
much of a sacrifice are the
American people able or
willing to- make to de-
-emphasize nuclear power?
How much de-emphasis can the
economy stand without chaos?
The implications are
especially important to the
Mid-South because the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority has
committed itself to nuclear
power over the next several
decades. To stop its nuclear
prograni would be to stop much
,of the economic development in
the whole TVA region.
The United States, has had a
— nuclear energy program for
more than 20 years without any
major accident that threatened
human life. The Harrisburg
plant had been in operation
about three months. The ex-
perts may study and argue
about what went wrong for
months, or longer. How much
was attributable to human
error, or to pOor COnalttictiOn,
or to poor design? But 4C-s safe-
to assume that, in the end, the.
experts will have a much better
idea about how to prevent such
accidents from ricurring.
Americans should be relieved
,
Amid life's- changes, our trust in
God is a fir% .1.,p;hor







You Win Some And Lose Some
In This Business Qf Words
My slip is showing!
In my column of last Thursday
dealing with Mrs2Maxine Crouch Bell's.
article about Mrs. Modelle Outland and
her years in Mrs. Outland's classroom,
I incorrectly gave the name of the
magazine in which the article ap-
peared. Betty Gore called this to my
attention the following morning.
I-referred to the magazine as "Early
Times," Actually, the name of the
magazine, published by Allan A.
--Tafmorgt,- inc., Darien, Conn:, '
-"'EatlY'YEARS.'• It is a magazine-fur
teachers of preschool through third.
grade.
"Early Times," Betty tells me, is a
brand of whiskey!
I don't know what I was thinking
about When I wrote it as "Early Times"
instead of "Early 'Years," and I
apologize to Mrs. Bell as well as the
magazine's publishers, who were so
nice in permitting me to reproduce the
article, for the slipup. •
I'm sure the head-shrinkers and
Freudian advocates would explain it
with some psychoanalytic theory that a
.sub-conscious desire in my mind for a
, shot of whiskey caused my fingers to
tap that out on the-typewriter, but
nothing could be further from the truth.
You win some and lose some in this
word business. Stan Musial became one
of baseball's immortals and all-time
'great hitters- by getting one hit every
three times at bat diarinis_his .long and
colorful career. I try to think of that
every time something like this happens.
Too, my good daddy used to say, "If
you_never. make a mistake, you aren't
The Story Of
Calloway County




, Downtown Murray at the turn of the century was a topsy-turvy
assortment of business, office ,and religious structures. The court
yard was surrounded with an elabaate iron fence -(dismantled at
the time of the building of the new court house) with huge iron
gates on each side of the square. It was purchased by Dr.-Will H. •.
Mason jr.„..J. H.:Churchill and the First Baptist Church in a pOblic'
auction. - .
• The interval between -the burning of the old court hous, and
the construction of the pre ent court house,- court sessions were con-
ducted in a 'double-fron uilding on the south side of the square.
Business structures occu 'ed the north side of the square, extending
east down Main Street p'st 3rd Street with two business houses--
beyond 3rd, one of which survives today, A. B. Beale ix 'Son; the
other being a small clothing mercantile house conducted by .._the
first known Jewish resident who later sold the enterprise to Dick
Most of the buildings on the north side-Of the square provided
both businesg and professional offices as did the buildings on the
north side of Main Street extending to North 3rd, particularly the
large Gatlin Building at the northeast corner of North 4th Street.'
The first floor half of the building adjoining 4th was used
for a generation as a tlardware store, owned and operated by Jess,
and Bert Sexton, who also used the entire 'basement section for
assembly and sales room for wagons, buggies and farm implements:
The second half of the .in floor was the site of a prominent
harness shop operated by Frank Pool. - Before Pool had the shop,
the Bank of MuiTay had ,its headquarters there.
Aliyery stable, an essential to the business life of the town, was
conveniently located at 4or-southeast-etwonec-44sfaplo .and. South 5th
Street with C. A. Bishop one. of the liter owners. Lee Fields. livery
stable also was conveniently located on South 4th Street facing the
First Baptist Church. The old 1' .itiir-iTruxlist Church also lad the
-uni(lue distinction of -facing the Bishop Livery Stable., Not only did
the churches have the pleasure of proximity to livery stables but they
nearby locations of poultry bruises with Judson Pitt-
man's potAtryzird'egg house on. South 4th Street near the Baptist
Church, antr froleornb's Produce House north across Maple Street
from the Methodist China.- The odors of the poultry houses pre-
degpite-the meitoWing- hey aromatics of the livery stables.
Between the two poultry houses nested anther Holcomb family
poultry house on the south side of the square.
To Be Continued
4.
doing much of anything." trees are budding and the birds singing
When I was a small boy, my favorite
candy - and still is for that matter -
was the Hershey bar. I thought the next
thing to Heaven would be to work some
day in the Hershey plant at Hershey,
Pa. -
Beverly Parker has come as close torealizing a dream like that as anyone I
have run across in a long time.
Beverly is the daughter of James and
 :Charlotte -Parker and--ia one of the-
- better lady golfers in..these parts. She
has just graduated - in December
from the University of Alabama with a
, degree in retailing. While there, too,
she played 3.L2 years and traveled all
,)ver the country as a member of the
girls', golf team.
Now she's ready to go out and tackle
the world, and guess what she's going to
do!
. Only yesterday, she went to work in
the pro shop at the Horseshoe Bend
Country Club, one of Atlanta's most
prestigious layouts just northeast of the
The pro is a fellow by the name of
Dale Miller. Trail," and not just anybody is going toWhen she has some spare time, she'll get to use it. Bob says the initials stand.'be able to enjoy all she wants of her' for "Jo Crass, Jane Wells- and Russ"Hershey bar" - golf - and we all Dawson," three of Joe's 'elosest friends.wish her well. "Anyone who comes out and helpsShe has promised to play a round - a him," Bob laughed, "not only gets toround of golf, that is - with me when use the trail but gets a bend in the thing,she comes back in June for brother a tree or something. named after him or .David's marriage to pretty Martha • her. There's even a 'Chad StewartMeKinney. It's a joy to watch Beverly Bridge,' but Joe says that name is sort
of like a traffic light - on and off,
depending on whether or not he is madthe has the at Chad at the moment."
play.
+++++++
Now that snow melted,
Business Mirror
again, we have been looking through
bushes, under rocks and all over for Joe
Tom Erwin, our retired sports in-
formation director at Murray State.
Joe is completing his first year in
retirement, and when he retired, he
RETIRED! We haven't seen hide nor
hair of him at the office since he tossed
his pencil on the desk, got up out of his
old their with only the three casters on
it and waved goodbye. •
Much like the rase of the lengendary
'Big. Foot" in the north woods, we
simply run into someone every now and
then who claims to have seen him
somewhere. One such person was Bob
Head.
Bobs the art department chairman
at Murray State and .a Close friend of
Joe's as well as a devoted nature lover
himself. Bob tells me Joe is back at his
home on Kentucky Lake near Pine
Bluff Shores and is hard at work - if
you can believe that - cutting a three-
mile nature trail out of the. woods near
his place.





NEW YORK (AP) - As senators
debate whether the Council on Wage
and Price Stability should live if die,
their constituents ponder over an issue
the council never managed to clarify:
What is a fair profit'
The question has been the grist of
countless discussions In colleges,
churches, union halls and boardrooms
too, but often on a philosophical level.
The Council sought to make it practical
definition. • -
Whether it satisfied itself on that
score is one matter, but in com-
municating the message it seems to
have failed. Workers, managers and
government officials .e6titInite tis use
their Own interpretations.
The Council's formula called for
companies to hold price increases in
1979 to one-half percentage point less
than their average annual rate of in-
creases during 1976-197'7, unless their
costs rose uncontrollably.
Right there the troubles began. While




For those of *us"who. worry about
being deceived or made to appear
stupid or naive, these words from the
iDanish thinker Soren Kierkegaard
- '1813-1855 offer comi+iiitian,
One eannot deceive the true lover
who believes everything, for to
deceive him is to derive one's
self.. The ,deceiver becomes
contemptible through his atter/flat,
and the lover preserves himself in
his love, abides in love and hence is
in possession of the highest good
and the greatest happiness:
consequently, he certainly Is not
deceived.
ffirs defense of the- wisdom ...4i love -
nd the folly of deception comes from
olume II of Kierkegaard's Works of
I ove, published by Princiton
'iliversity Press in 1946.
business had given overwhelming
approval, its proclamation might have
been overly enthusiastic., Many
businesses withheld their overt sup-!port.
, The AFL-CIO went to court,
challeaging the administration's rightto deny contracts to businesses thatfailed to comply. And the Teamsters, in
contract negotiations, seemed to pay nomind at all.
But the real confusion developedwhen the administration sought toapply its theoretical formula to the
practical situation and found it didn'talways fit. A fair profit coWdn't be losimply described. 440
That became evident when the WhiteHouse itself ignored the guidelines andfell back on subjective terms that hadalways clouded rather than clarifiedthe issue. Outraged, it blasted fourth
quarter profits.
Alfred Kahn, council chairmen,called the increases a catastrophe.
Hamilton Jordan called them ex-
cessive. Since many of the increaseswere well within guidelines, their
outbursts further muddled matters.As matters stand, nobody seems toknow what a fair profit is. A dozen
different ways to report them havebeen discovered. There is no agreementon which to use. There is no agreementthat profits are up.
Without agreement, the guidelinesinevitably are undermined. And for theCouncil to go further,- ttn lay Whatcompanies can and cannot earn, .is totorn the private sector over to govern-ment dictate.
Perhaps the most glaring misun-,derstanding. about the seasonally ad-justed 9.6 percent increase in fourth-quarter profits over the fourth quarterof 1977) was in failing to observe the-reasons why:- • - Ar' - -
As business points out, much of the. profitsresulted not from price in-- &eases- but` from 'more effectiveproduction; increased productivity isconsidered- t? mast anti-inflationarytool available to the economy.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A total of 325 children in Murray and
Calloway County, mostly in the third
grades, have been tested :or hearing
problems by the Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Pictured
are Mrs. Roy Starks and Mrs. C. W.
Jones of the de p with Steve
Dunn, third grade stt-nt at Robertson
School.
The Kirksey 4-H Club won the club
act division in the Calloway County 4-H
Variety show held at the New Concord
School. Kent McCuiston, member of the
Calloway County 4-H Teen Club, won-u.
the specialty act.
Deaths reported include William C.
(Billy) Kelley, 40.
The Junior Civitan Club of Murray
was chirtered April 1 at the Holiday
Inn. Officers are grain Williams, Pat
Ryan, Kathy' Lockhart, Donna Jones,
and Bruce Scott.
Dr. Kenneth Harrell, chairman of the
History Department, Murray State
University, spoke on "The Bill of
Rights" at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. He was introduced by Mrs. Rue
Beale.
20 Years Ago
Betty Hart, Eileen Rohwedder,
Sharon Outland, Sandra Hamrick, Gail
Houston, Judy Ward, Ted Sykes, Steve
Sanders, Frank Rickman, Jerry Rose,
and Woody Herndon, all of Murray
High School, will attend the annual
youth assembly at Frankfort, spon-
sored by the Kentucky YMCA. They
will be accompanied by W. B. Moser







































Deaths reported include Will Bradley
and Mrs. Bertie Jeffrey, 73.
The Rev. Hal Shipley is serving as
pastor of the Spring Creek Baptist
Church. ,
The Lynn Grove High 'School
Chapters of the Future Homemakers of
_Au:ark& Bess KerlicC__Oviaor, and of
the-Future Farmers of America,
Eugene Chaney, advisor, held a joint
theatre party to see "The Vikings" on
March 19 at the Varsity' Theatre.
Showing now at the Varsity Theatre
are "Bend of River" with James
,Stewart, Arthur Kennedy, and Rock
Hudson and "World In His Arms"
starring Gregory Peck and Ann Blyth.
30 ears Ago
Murra.dentists attending the 80th
annual session of the Kentucky Dental
Association in Louisville are Dr. Hugh
McElrath, Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dr.
Woodfin Hutson, Dr. A. H. Titsworth,
Dr. A. H. Kopperud, and Dr. A. Co.
Wallace.
Deaths reported include Mrs. ZU111
Doran Hendricks.
Calloway. County basketball stars
teamed up with stars from Marshall -
County to beat McCracken County All
,y Stars 65 to 56 in a game sponsored by
the Paducah National Guard.
Calloway-Marshall team members
-10ert Cope P(Breivers, Siress of Hardin, '
Mc,Lemore of "Calvert City, Hargis of
Murray High.. Hackett of Murray High,
Houston of Murray 'Raining, Daven-
port of Hazel, Ross of Hardin. Lampley
of Sharpe, Atkins of Benton, Tarkington
of Calvert City, and Brandon of Hazel.
-Dorinda Kay Hopkins was honored at
a party in celebration of her second
birthday on March Miry her mother,
Mrs. Oron Hopkins. •
First grade kerosene is listed at 15
cents in the ad for Martin OihCompany.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "le




University of Vermont professor
George Albee said he -received an in-
vitation in the mail to submit
biographical material for the book's
listing of accomplished Americans.
family's 
Albee fdiollg, oted out the forms for his
A few weeks later, an envelope came
back addressed to "Otis P:Albee," with
a paste-up of the pooch's biography as it
appears in the latest edition. Albee
said. - -
Otis was identified as a "retired
explorer. hunter and sportsman." His
animal husbandry was duly
noted, as well as isis status kW -'former
leader and guide of hunting paTTies."
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Green Signs Letter With MSU
Glen Green, a second-team
all-state selection from
Henderson County High
School, has signed an Ohio
Valley Conference basketball
letter-of-intent with Murray
State, the Racer sports in-
formation office announced
today.
A 6-6 swingman, Green
averaged 21 points__ 15
rebounds, four ..blockea shots
and five assists a galue for.
Henderson County, which loas
to eventual state-runnerup
Christian County in the finals
of the Second Region Tour-
nament
Henderson County Coach
Bob Mulcahy, former head
coach at Eastern Kentucky
University, fates Green in
lofty terms. "He's right up
there with the better players
I've coached," said Mulcahy.
"And he's the best offensive
Spring Tests
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor. ! .
Mike • -Gottfried hopes the
force will be without.— rather
than with — his team as
Murray State begins spring
football drills today.
"I hope our program is
progressing like a shoe, fitting
a little better as time goes
by," says Gottfried, who
i.enters his second second as
- Murray State coach after a 4-7
mark in 1978. "last year at
this time, we had to_ force
enthusiasm on our kids. Now
rebounder I've seen since Cliff
Hagan."
Mulcahy coached now-NBA
great Wes Unseld in high
school.
Possibly Green's best game
this season came against
Apollo High School, when he
scored 32 points and grabbed
21 rebounds.
"The togetherness of the
whole basketball program
here made me feel like I was
at hoMe," Green said during a
visit to the MSU campus last
weekend. "I was impressed
with the positive attitude of
the coaching staff and that I
would be treated like an in-
dividual."
Green listed Southern
Illinois at Carbondale, Mer-
cer, Ole Miss and Oklahoma
as other schools that had
expressed interest in him.
"He's a blue-chip prospect,"
Said Murray State Coach Ron
Greene. "His potential has not
yet been scratched, and he has
good speed outside shooting
and ball handling skills. We
plan to use him as a
saingrnan."
Green becomes the second
eerecruit to sign a letter-of-
intent with the Racers.
_LaMont Sleets of Eminence
High School was the first. The
'national letter signing date is
April 11.
Workouts Begin Today For Racer Gridders;
Gottfried Says Atmosphere To Be 'Relaxed'
dividual baSis sIhe—cplaic
terback spot. He will seek to
find a replacement for Mike
Dickens, the 6-3 senior who
finished third in both passing
and total offense amopg Ohio
Valley Conference riVals last
season.
"It should be a big rival
there," admits Gottfried.
One position that is secure,
-to say the least, is the tailback
slot, where tailback Danny
Lee Johnson, just a
sophomore, returns.
The 6-foot, 195-pound
'infer& at the fullback spot.
And we've got to find a wide
receiver to go with Greg Kraig
to really be a threat," he said.
As a freshman last season,
King caught 33 passes for 498
yards, second on the team to
only rugged senior tight end
David Thomas, who grabbed
35.
Last season, the offensive
unit finished third in the
league in total offense,
'averaging 346.9 yards a game.
Defensively, though, the
Racers ranked only sixth,
it becoming automatic with Johnson
 rushed (or 1,217 yards
them." last seaso
n, a performance
Tkeilacers were orgtntatty-_—that- ear
ned -- 
of-'_-.Basebal
scheduled to begin their 20- fensive
. player-of-the-year -
day period of workouts honors.
Monday, but heavy rains Tho
ugh Gottfried feels his
forced the one-day post- offe
nse is loaded with
ponement. . potential, 
he still points to
Gottfried admits the biggest • smile posi
tkons that will merit




BASEBALL — Murray State ( 10-3) vs North Dakota,
Brown; 1st game, 1 p.m., Reagan. Field ( weather per-
mitting).
Wednesday
BASEBALL — Murray State vs Austin Peay, 1 p.m.,
Ragan Field. Murray High vs Calloway County, 4 p.m., City
Park.
Thursday
TENNIS — Murray State, men ys Kentucky, Lexington;
Murray State women at Southern Collegiate Tournam
ent,
Columbus, Miss. (through Saturday).




TENNIS -.7 Murray State men UT-Chattanooga, Clarkslville,
Tenn.
Saturday
TRACK + Murray State men at Clarksville, Tenn. (Austin
Peay, Middle Tenn., Western Ky. )
BASEBALL — Murray State vs Tennessee Tech,
doubleheader, Cookeville; Murray High vs Cairo, RI.,
doubleheader, Holland Stadium; lp.m.






Holiday Inn, US 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Wednesday, April 4, 1979
Mr Ft E. Borden will be back tn
Murray, Ky. again Wednesday.
April 4, 1979. Now is the Ume to
act on this great opportunity.
Every man and woman now
looting hair should take ad-
vantage of this FREE CON-
stri.TATIl
GUAIIANTilD
You will be given a written
guarantee on a pro-rated basis
ebin the beginning to the end
CAN'T ISLIP
Mode pattern baldness "6 the
caws of a groin rowlerity of
cases of boldness and excessive
hair loss, for 'Mich no method is
*9f.c?lv tbk Neir Spesielerts
canto, help those who we slick
held otter seers of orischeal heir
loss.
Many condition.s can cause
hair loss No matter which ones
causing your hair 10f1s, tf you
wait until you are slick Bald and
your hair roots are dead you are
beyond help So. now is the tune
to do something about it before
it's too late
FRET CONSULTATION
Just take a few minutes of your
time on Wednesday, April 4,
1979, and go to the Holiday Inn,
US 641 South in Murray, Ky, bet-
ween 1 p m and 8.30 p.m. and
ask the Desk Clerk for R.E. Bor-
den, room amber '
There is no charge or
obligation all consultations are
wivate, you will not. be em-
barrassed in any way
Frank Moran Shows He-ReGrew Hair. He bid Not Ha
ve Male Pat-
tern faininea
We accept MASTER CHARGE end VISA.
allowing 341.2 yards a game.
The defensive unit has
undergone a facelift, of sorts,
when compared to last spring,
Gottfried says. Our biggest
concern a year ago was our




points to those two spots as
probable strengths, but with
some qualifiers. "We have the
personnel in the offensive line,
but we need to get the people
_in the right spots," he says.
The coaches will watch the
progress of the defensive
tackles and the linebackers,
areas which were hit hard by
graduation. Gone are a11-
OVCer Bruce Martin, David
Reagan and Bill Shannon.
But the biggest difference
from a year ago, Gottfried
feels, will be the overall at-
mosphere of the camp. "We
should be a little more relaxed
Spring. The players know
what to expect now."
I Biggies Decide




drawn the -economic line at
last, and the poor souls who
happened to wind up on the
wrong side of it are the um-
pires.
Tired of .paying large-sized
player salaries, the result of
contracts -that they inflicted
upon .themselves with some
old fashioned, hard-headed,
rather dumb bargaining,
baseball has decided to take a
stand. Oh, . not against the
players. No, 'IQ. The players
wouldn't stand still for that.
No patsies there. The target
the bosses chose were the
umpires, who have dared, at
last, to ask for their share of
the pie.
It's fine with the men who
--run the sport that there are
benchwarmers with $100,000
contracts earning more than
twice the salary of the highest
paid umpire. Benchwarmers
are, after all, Mayers and in Now any union that cou
ld
The-New BaseUT, you Tu—st- ar-o to a clause like tha
t in a
don't mess with the players. contract doesn't exactly sou
nd
Fooling with them is like
tugging on Superman's cape.
It is ill-advised and it gets you
nothing but trouble. Umpires,
on the other hand, are another
story.
The umps are easy targets,
available . and vulnerable.
Because of some poor advice,
they are in the middle of a
five-year collective
bargaining agreement which
includes such goodies as "job
security," a tidbit the bosses 
Families are forgotten. All
tossed their way in the last 
matters is the gathe.
negotiations. And their reward 
for that
.Do you know what theiriob layalty is a salary scale 
that
security clause reads? It says -- would send a frifite
lila-yer's -
that after the league president _agent into a rage. In 
its
fires an ump, the ump can eternal benevolence, 
baseball
appeal his dismissal to the
league's highest authority —
the same president who just
handed him the pink slip.
What could be fairer than
that?
like a negotiating
heavyweight. Here, it seemed,
was a place where the leagues
could demonstrate some
muscle.
Umpires can be found
someplace above ground-.
skeepers in baseballfs feudal -
society. They are the serfs of
the game, worliing or
traveling non-stop, day after
day for the six-month season.
paid its most highly regarded
umpires, the senior men in the
two leagues, as top salary of
just over $40,000 last year. And
they didn't even have to buy
tickets to the games, either.
6-8 Bouchie Is Awarded
Indiana's Mr. Basketball
By the Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS — Steve
Bouchie, who overcame the
shock of losing his mother in a
tragic auto aeeident to lead his
Washington High School team
to the Semistate finals, was
named Mr. Basketball in
Indiana for the 1978-79 season
Monday.
Bouchie, a 6-foot-8, 215-
pounder who plans to play his
c011ege basketball at Indiana
University, set school scoring
records for points in a career
and single game. He also holds
the school standards for
rebounds in a season and
career.
The selection means
Bouchie, who led the Hatchets
to two consecutive runner-up
spots in the Evansville
Semistate tournament, will
wear uniform No. 1 in June
when an Indiana AllStar team
battles their Kentucky
counterparts in a twogame
series.
"I think about her a lot,"
said BoAhie about.his mother
who was killed coming home
from an IU game near the end
of the past season.
"The accident just made me
work a lot harder," he said
Mbnday. "And it was good
that we were still playing
haSketball. I was anxious to
play zikritr. so I could stop
thinking about the accident.
The only thing, now, is I wish
my- mother...was here_to sham_
in my recognition."
Bouchie, who led the voting
in the recent Associated Press
All-State poll, is the first
player from southwestern
Indiana to win the coveted
honor. His selection was
announced by the Indianapolis
Star, which sponsors the
annual .Blind Fund rivalry in
Indiana.
Indiana's All-Stars (boys
and girls) will battle Ken-
tucky's All-Stars, here at
Market Square Arena on June
16 and in Louisville at
Freedom Hall on June 23. Bill
Harrell of state champion
Muncie Central will coach the
Indiana boys team.
The balance of the Indiana
boys team, selected by the
game committee with help
from sportswriters, sport-
scasters and varsity coaches,
will be announced Wednesday.
Murray, Calloway
Open Wednesday
Rain has postponed both the
Murray High and Calloway
County baseball season
openers, but the two teams,
weather permitting, will
square off against each other
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callo.way County Park at 4
p.m.
The Tigers, defending First
Region champions, have 19
games scheduled, while the
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_
Marques Haynes (with ball) and his Harlem Globetro
tter teammates will be in the MSU
Sports Arena tonight in a Murray Jaycee-s
ponsored event at 7 : 30 p.m. The Globetrotters
appearance will be their first in Murray since 1977.
Layfayette's Sutherland
Says Sampson The Best
LEXINGTON — Lexington
Lafayette Coach Jotk
Sutherland has seen prep
basketball star Ralph Sam-
pson in action and his regard
for the youngster is higher
than Sampson's 7-foot-3
frame.
"You could put him out
there Onthe court -with the—
Mills Brothers (a singing.
group) 'and they'd win the
NCAA championship," said
Sutherland. "The way he
blocks shots, he reminds me of
King Kong hanging on the
Empire State building,
swatting down those air-
planes."
Sutherland coached a team
of U.S. high school all-stars
against a team from the
Washington Metro area
Thursday night: Sampson, of "I'd say 
Kentucky's'?
-Harr jaile ha ea, Va., thtthappga_r_y_ery_J
eg good,"
Metro AllStars to an 86-85—said Sutherland.
 "Let's say I
victory, collecting 23 points, 21 feel Sampson's 
leaning to
rebounds and blocking (our Kentucky 
the blue and
shots. white is in the up
per part of his -
"He's the most dominating mind."
big man I've ever seen play
high school basketball," said _
Sutherland.
Sampson is being wooed by
recruiters for several
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• Lieberman,NotRegretful
Of Early Days, Honored
As The Best Collegian
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — Nancy
Lieberman has never
regretted. the times she --
sneaked out of the house and
went down to the playground
to rough it up wittrthe boys.
• "I never played against
girls until I got in high
school," says the 5-foot-10 All- ,
America pointguard, honored
Monday night as the best
woman player in college
basketball. • -
"My parents hated it when
they found out I was the one
jumping up and putting finger
marks all over the ceiling. The
guys all resented me at first
and my girl friends were
envious. You have to take a lot
of abuse but it was worth it."
Now, -Nancy says, boys who
used to yell "Tomboy, -why
don't you play someplace
else?" greet her with a
friendly, "Hello, Nancy —
gee, we caught you on the
tube. you're great."
A statuesque redhead, Miss
Lieberman is the 1979 winner award 14year.
of the Wade -TrOrhyriv-hfr--Nrg'icy iiiio'reliscoUraged
bolizing -No. 1 in the women's
collegiate sport. A 20-year-old
junior, she led the Old
Dominion team of Norfolk,
Va., to a 35-1 record and the
Fairbanks Ransomed
Away From Patriots -
By the Associated Press
BOSTON -(AP)' It took-.-
ispore than three months, but
after one of the most bitter
and expensive legal wranglea -
in the history of the National
Football League, the
University of Colorado has
ransomed Chuck Fairbanks
from the New England
Patriots.
It was a costly settlement
reached Monday. The.
university agreed to pay the
Patriots for the services -or been of
Fairbanks, who had four, uncertainty ... headaches and
years left on his NFL contract heartaches,", Patrilits owner
at $150,000 a season. William H. Sullivan said,
referring to the 31/2 months of
the Fairbanks controversy. _
"I'm relieved. I don't want
to say that we have won. Lees
-lust say that our position was
/justified," Sullivan said.
We have stood up for the
sanctity of a contract., If we
hadn't, we would have set a
pattern for players and
coaches."
Both sides refused to
divulge the terms of the set-
tlement, which freed Fair-
banks to take the job he ac-
cepted intitially last Dec. 18.
However, speculation was
that Colorado agreed to ab-
solve the Patriots of several
hundred thousand dollars in
deferred compensation oowed
to Fairbanks.
Fairbanks will take over as
the Colorado coach in time for
spring practice this Saturday,
and the Patriots will name a
new coach within watt.
Fairbanks' general
managerial duties likely
be offered to Patriots plaYer
Softball Sign
Deadline day
Friday the deadline for
men's ahd women's softball
teams/for play in the Murray
oiation, ac-
ording to league vice-
president Richard Gee,
Team representatives
should - contact president
Happy Bynum at 753-6644, or




negotiated with the help of two
NFL owners, the late Carroll
Rosenbloom of the Los
Angeles Rams and Bud
Adams of the Housten Oilers.
Tragically, 'Rosenbloom,
who initiated settlement talks
with Colorado football
boosters five weeks ago,
drowned a few hours before
the settlement was disclosed..'
national championship. Her
'Contributions included a l7.4
point scoring average, 254
assists, 144 steals-and 276
rebounds.
She was a combination of
Larry Bird and Earvin
Magic` Johnson, so talented
that Uncle Sam will build his
1980 Olympic team arolaid her
and Carol Blazejou•ski of
Montclair State. Carol won the
over the slow public ac-
ceptance of women's
basketball while the reinale
gender is thriving in in-
dividual sports, such as tennis
and golf.
Chris Evert collected
another ;100,000 for a weekend
of tennis Sunday while Nancy
Lopez, on a rival TV screen,
missed in a bid for.her third
--straight-weeaaa'.s-aolf- crown,_
losing in a rare five-woman
playoff in a $150,000 tour-
nament.
"Each year women's sports
have made greater strides,"
Nancy said. "More doors are
being ppeasteLJq_ women
athletes in every field. They
aremaking more money and
generati more excitement.
-"Vo en's basketball is the
qui est growing of all team
orts. It is 100 times bigger
than it was five years ago. At
Norfolk, we often play to
sellout-m.4,4.r .
This spectator appeal hat
not yet spilled over to the
,incipient pro game in the
.Women's Basketball League.
Salaries in the 10-team league
are said to range from $2,800
to $7,500 on some, teams.
Karen Logan of the .New
Jersey Gems is the highest
paid at a reported $21,000:
Salaries in the men's National
Basketball Association
average more than $125,000
with big . name players
drawing down $500,000 to
$800,000.
Nancy and Carol both are
looking • to professional.
careers after the 1980
Olympics in Moscow, but they
won't come cheaply..
"Olyinpic exposure 'should
enhance . ..our Value,"
Lieberman said. don't think
$21,000 would get either of ul.".






The Three Stooges . „ ..... 15
The Screwballs •-...... 13 11.
The Super Stars 13 11
The Misfits 12% 11%
The Little Demons 11% 12%
The Gutterball Express 7 17
HIGH TE4d4 G _SW  /
The Three Stooges....,  450
The Super Stars  41:10
The Screwballs 391
HIGH TEAM GAME (HC)
The Three stooges ..•- •  502
The Super Stars 535
The Little Demons  524
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC
The Three Stooges 1196
The Super Stars 1143
neScrewbalLs 1135
HIGH TEAM SERIES (NC)
The Throe Stooges 1592
The Super Stara 1548
- The 'Ade Demons 1512
HIGH IND. GAME (SC)
Don Hargrove .. , .  193
Latira Scott 176
Jimmy Elkins  174"
HIGH IND. GAME (NC)
Laura Scott 221
Don Har grove 213
Amin). Elkins  196
HIGH IND. SERIES (SC)
Dor Hargrove 451
Beth Taylor 444
Laura Scott ...... 439
HIGH IND SERIES i HC i




Don Hatgrrive  153
Jimmy Elkins  150
Scott Scarbrough 142
Bob Houghton  138
Beth Taylor  136
Billy Berberich  132
Laura Scott   124
Alison Marshall  124






x-Washington 52 Z .875
Philadelphia 45 34 .570
ic New Jersey • 36 41 .468
New York 31 49 • 388
Boston 28 49 364
Central DIvisloss
San Antonio 45 33 577
Houston 43 34 558
Atlanta 43 36 544
Cleveland 30 48 365
Detroit 25 49 372
New Orleans 29 54 .316
Western Conference
MI&.eat Division
KATI,Iiit City 45 34 570
Denver 44 34 564
, Milwaukee' 37 42 468
Indiana - 36 43 456
Chicago - 29 50 367
PacIfk Division
'Seattle 50 /I 641

















Denver at New Jersey, ent
Sari Antonio at Cleveland, en)
Baseball
Monday's Games
Atlanta 2, Kansas- City
St Louts 2, Montreal I
New York eN ) 11, Toronto 4
Boston 7, Philadelphia 6
Pittsburgh 7, Minnesota "A" 6
Houston 2, Minnesota '13" a
New York (Al 2, Baltimore 1
Chicago (al 12, Texas 10
Chicago (NI 3, Milwaukee 2
Cleveland 8, Oakland 7
Detroit 5, Cincinnati I
California 11, San Diego 9




. BOSTON RED SOX-Optioned Allen
Ripley and John Tudor, pitchers, and
Gary Hancock,-outfielder. to Pawtucket of
the International League •
22% CALIFORNIA ANGELS-Asked
24 waivers on Ken Brett, pitcher. '
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Placed David
Clyde. pitcher, on the 21.4ay disabled list
NEW YORK YANKEES-Optioned Jun
li Beattie, pitcher, to Columbus a/ the
15 -International League. Sent Ron Davis.
16 pitcher. and Tommy Cruz. outfielder, ti)
20 COIUMb41.
SF.ATTLE MARINERS-Sent Charlie
Eiearnon, first baseman, to Spokane of the
Pacific Coast League
National League
6 ATLANTA BRAVES- Waived Buzz
9 Capra, pitcher Sent Jamie Easterly.
18. pitcher, and Eckbe Miller. outfielder, to
Richmond of the International League
CINCINNATI REDS-Sent Harry
2 Stamen, infielder, and Don Werner.
catcher, to Indianapolis of the American
ASSOCIaticip
11% PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES--Optioned
155 Jose Martinez. pitcher. Keith Moreland.
catcher, and John PIS. first baseman, to
Oklahoma City of the American
Association. Assigned Dan Larson, pit-
cher. outright to Oklahoma City
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS--Sent Curtis






Canada, fullback. to a series of three
aneyear contracts Signed Curtis Minor,
cornerback, to a free agent contract
ST LOUIS CARDIN A I.S-Traded Roger
Florae, offensive lineman, to the New
Ctleans Saints for 14179 and 1980 draft
choices
COLLME
: DARTMOUTH--Named Tim Cohan.
' head basketball coach
EASTERN MICHIGAN-Named Jun
Boyce. head basketball coach.
SAN DIEGO STATE-Named Dave
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' An organizational meeting
of the Murray Soccer
Association will be held
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Iglu.- - — -
Persons interested in
helping with the organization
should attend the meeting.
A signup day for•first-
through fourth-grade girls
interested in playing soccer
this spring will be Saturday at
9 a.m. Cutchin Field on the
MSU campus.
The girls' league play will
begin late in April. For more
information, contact Bill
Whitaker, president of the
soccer association, at 753-0783.
Parker Says He's Best And Proving It
By the Associated Press
Dave Parker calls himself
the best player in the National
---Leagues,--and ._the way._ hes
hitting these days that would
be hard to dispute.
Baseball's highest paid
player has been the terror of
the Grapefruit Circuit- with
nine home runs, including two
Monday to help the Pittsburgh
Pirates beat the —Minnescita-
Twins 7-6.
Parker last year's Most
Valuable Player in the NI, who
signed a $900,000-a-year
contract in the off-season,
bed his most_reeent homers
against • Mirineiota Stetter -
Geoff Zahn in the first anti
sexenth innings.
- • -fr. -addition, the big .Pirak
outfielder broke a 6-6 tie in the
ninth inning when he tagged
reliever Mike Marshall- with
an RBI base hit.
The loss by the Minnesota
"A" squad was the second by
a Twins' team Monday. The
Minnesota "B" team was
beaten 2-0 by the Houston
Aati90. . ,Iarnes ko4P.ci
Richard and Gary Williams
combined on a four-hitter.
Elsewhere, Phil-7 Niekro
aflow'
in his finaluneup for
his season-opening start
Friday, helping the Atlanta




bases loaded single climaxed a
tworun rally in the ninth as the
St. Louis Cardinals defeated
The Montreal. Evol. The
Cards' rally was triggered by-
Lou Brock with his second hit
of the game.
Jerry Narron hit- a one-out
homer in the bottom of the
ninth inning, leading the New
York Yankees to a 2-1 victory
over the Baltimore Orioles.
Bullets Showing No Signs Of
Stumbling As Season Nears End
By the Associated. Press
By ALEX SACHARE
- AP Sports Writer
"We're our own worst
enemy," says Dick Motto.
coach of the Washington
Bullets. "If we stumble and
fall, it will be our own fault."
The Washington Bullets, the
best team in basketball, are
showing no signs ot stumbling
as the National Basketball
---Assectation's regular season
lumbers to a close this week.
The Bullets have strength,
depth, poise, experience and
first-class coaching — more
than enough to become the




-LOS ANGELES AP) -
Carroll Rosenbloom, the La
Angeles Rams' owner ir.".o
drowned while vacationing in
Florida, was known by
friends and' associates art
shrewd businessman, a rebei.
and a man "who.never left any
stone unturned as far as
helping people,". •
Rosenbloom,. 72, -drowned
-Monday after he was dragged
out to sea by a heavy undertow
in Golden Beach, Fla., police
said: .
• One of are National Footba;:
League's most visible and
controversial team owner
during the league's past thre.,.-
Little League
Coaches Nee,ded
Coaches are needed for thi,
upcoming Little League
baseball season, says leagu,
president Dwain McClard.
Those interested shoud




Subscribers "Ma have not
roceivod *air lamene-dofirered
copy of 11141 Alarm ledger I.
Times by 5:30 p.m. Illosides
Friday -or by 3)30 pre as
Satoriforys aro wiped to ea
153.1576 batsman 5)30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Misedary, -Friday , Sr
3)30 p.a. mod 4 p.m. Satyr
drys, to inure delivery .4 15.
newspaper. Calls most be
pieced by • p.m. weekdays or
4 pm. Sertwarys to panerehm
doWeisey
decades of remarkable growth
in prominence, Rosenbloom
owned the Baltimore Colts
from 1953 until early in 1972.
Then he traded them outright
for the Ramms in a unique
sports deal.
"Carroll Rosenbloom
played a major role in the
growth and success of the
National Football League,
both through the performance
of the. teams he produced and
through his active par,
ticipation in the league's
decision-making processes,"
said NFL Commissioner Pete
Rozelle, who had more than a
couple of run-ins with the
feisty Rosenbloom.
Rosenbloom. and his wife,
Geor_gia, . were staying at a
rented house in the exclusive
Miami-area resort city of
Golden Beach. Police Chief
William lienrikson said of-
ficers were called after
Rosenbloom was dragged out
to serrby the undertow.
He was the major
—stockholder in Warner
Communications and had oil
drilling interests, but
Rosenbloom's first love was
football. "That other stuff is
no fun," he said.
Pony League Signup
'--To Be On Thursday
Pony League registration
will be held .Wednesday and
Thursday from 4-6 p.m. at the
pavilion in the Murray-
Calloway County Park.
All players, whether
returnees from last year or
not, should sign up, says
league president Jerry Key. .
78 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo
Power steering and brakes,
wire wheel covers, AM/FM
stereo" radio, white wall
tires, Landau equipment,
cloth interior, local one
owner car, 4,065 mile.





Two door, power steering,





mileage, see to believe,
green and white -
The Bullets also., have in-
juries, something that has
been on Motto's mind lately.
"If we can just get our
people healthy, we'll be
alright," he said. "But right
now I'm worried •about our
hospital report. it's no fun to
go through a whole season and
not finish the way we started."
The Bullets 'started by
receiving the championship
rings they earned in a seveis.
game series with Seattle lag
spring. They plan on finishing
by nailing down a matching
set of rings.
"We have confidence in our
ability tee beat anybody,"
forward Bobbby. Dandridge
said. "We're pretty well
together as a team, and we'll
• be even, better when we have
11 guys healthy and func-
tioning."
"We're as _good __ as
anybody," echoed guard-
Larry Wright. "It's just a
matter of us getting healthy."
Wright and Charlie Johnson
have been starting in the
backcourt for Washington the
past few weeks and the team
has kept on winning, attesting
to its depth. Kevin Grevey had
lingering hamstring problems
over the past-month and is just
now work ing himself back into
game condition, while Tom
Henderson is out with strained
ligaments in his right knee.
"We'll have a bye through
the first round of the playoffs
(as champions of the Atlantic
Division)," noted Motto, who
Sunday became only the third
coach in NBA history to
register 500 career victories,
joining Red Auerbach and Red
Holzman in that elite group.
-We're pretty banged up now,
but we'll be able to use that
week, off to get some -of our
people healthy again."
Completing the . Bullets'
•baekcourt is Phil Cheaier, the
three-time all-star who un-
derwent back surgery on Sept.
1 and is now the club's
guard. Roger PrietAisfirst-
round draft choice, is on the
injured list because the
Bullets' have nowhere else to
put him.
"We have nine starters on
our team, 10 with Chenier
back," said Motta. 'Other
teams have depth, but no one
has the trusted depth that we
have. Because of the injuries,
our bench grew up. If there's a„._ .
better bench rin , the league-
right now, I don't want to play
it."
The Bullets' starters aren't
exactly chopped liver.
Wes Unseld, Elvin Hayes
and Bobby Dandridge form an
experienced, powerful front
line that matches up well
against any in the league.
Mitch Kupchak, who is
recovering from a back in-
jury, is the NBA's best front-
court reserve,. and second-
year man Greg Ballard looks
like a star of the future. Even
rookie center Dave Corzine
has played well in his few
opportunities.
Butch Hobson drove in the
tie-breaking run with a
sacrifice fly In the eighth
inning, lifting the Boston Red
Sox to a 7-6 decision over the
Philadelphia - Etill  
Nahorodny drove in five runs -
with a pair of homers to lead
Cbicago _White Sias to a 12-
10 decision over-Ifie-TeiuiS ---
Rangers.
Home, runs by Ed
Kranepool, Ron Hodges and
Elliott Maddox paced a 17-hit
attack as the New York Mets
routed the Toronto Blue Jays
11-4. Jerry Martin's RBI  
single in the ninth inning gave
the Chicago Cubs a 3-2 victory
over the Milwaukee Brewers.
Toby Harran's ninth-inning
orifice_fly, his third RBI of
the game, gave the Cleveland
Indians an 8-7 triumph over
the Oakland A's. Steve
Kemp's three-rum homer led
the Detroit Tigers over the'
Cincinnati Reds 5-1.
Doh Baylor and Rance
Mulliniks drove in two runs
each as the California Angels
scored an 11-9 decision over
the San Diego Padres. San
Francisco topped Loa Angeles
6-4 as Roger Metzger squeeze
bunted the winning run home
Copier on
the blink?
Better see the new—very
reliable—A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted" features of ma-
chines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17' copies
coily both sides, and use








Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in aswell as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesels sleeper cab tractor and have adriver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road






white letter tires, luggage
rack, removable tops,
35,000 miles, sharp.
78 Oldsmobile - —
98 Regency
Two door power steering
and brakes, split seats, this
car is loaded with luxury
options, low mileage, One •
owner
Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
With Genuine G.E. ,ords.
Allow 
mew•
aillk maw Amilim77 Mercury Comet
Your door, power steering,
automatic transmission,
air conditioner, AM radio,






AL samosis Parrs onrE111D11
76 Chevrolet:-
Caprice Clissii
Two door, power steering
and brakes, AM tape, Lan-
dau roof, 32,000 miles, local
one owner car, silver and
red, this car will be sold!!
78 Chevrolet
Caprice Wagon
Power steering and brakes,
AM/FM stereo, luggage
rack, this car is loaded with
options, perfect for the big
family, burgundy with
wood grain.




brakes, '‘ tilt steering
wheel,' silverado equip-
ment, long wheel base,













































































Re-Siding Can Upgrade Home To Classic Or Contemporary Look
BEFORE AFTER,
Older homes are soaring in
value rigti( along with new
homes in today's heated hous-
ing market.
The value of that com-
fortable but drab-looking
older homegan be increased
by upgrading its exterior
appearance through re-sid-
ing. -
Whether you want to in-,
_crease the resale value of
your home, remodel a re-
cently-purchased older house.
or simply *rove the s ap-
-
pearart/e of your hOme.
Masonite brand hardboard
sidingmoiterials can cotiven .
the aging house to either a
traditional or con t ebiporary
look.
With the broad range of
--)colors and patterns available
today. there's-no limit to
creativity in renovating an
older home. You can revive
the character of a -cla'aisle
design or totally change the
personality °fa- home with
horizontal lap siding in warm,
muted -colors for a quaint.
clapboard effect: with verti-
gol planked panels reproduc-
ing the grain and texture of
natural woods in rich, earth
tone colors"; with panel sid-
ing which simulates the ski-
- troweledsOrface of real stuc-
co - without the mess.
The typical 1Yrstory home
at upper left, for example.
can be converted to a con-
temporary rustic design With
"Y"prestaiiied CypresSide Gray
. vertical panetr-etertrasting
TIPS ON FINANCING HOME IMPROVEMENTS:
What would you buy if you.
suddenly discovered a for-
- gotten.bank acc-ount con-
taining several thousand dol-
lars? ,
Insulationl A new roof? •
Centratair-condisioning? A
swimming pool?
Or what about remodeling •
that dated kitchen.-or finish-
ing off the basement or attic
area to create more living
spacer' --
If you're a homeowner,
chances are that you dOna ve -
a hidden savings account with
more than caough to cover
most any home improvement
program you might want iv,:
undertake. -
That "Mystery" account
is the increased equity in your
home which has been created




•C,POOm 8u.ft Furn ttttt e
*An t,que Bross Hardware
•Cusforr, Bud/ ,rchen Cobtnt.%
492-8837 
1 1,N 1,41 s,,
Miirr.iN AN
•
and the strong nation-wide • year periods, that means that -
demand for housing which interest expense will gener-
tas liposte_dprices so record ally be substantially less over-
all than it would be if an
And it is just waiting lobe 
existing low-rate first mort-
raPPed- 
gage with many years left to
run were. refinanced lit-the
_14-5-111e- 'high entrent rates.
rently are one of the most •
- popular ways to raise -cash -Elie loan
 expetis at GECC
for home improvement proj- Financial Se
rvices say that _
ects or other expenses. ac- even if yo
u've only been in •
cording to GECC Financial 
your present home a few -
Smokes, the consumer iend. years. the difference 
between-  "
ing arm of the General Efec- what y
ou owe and the present
tric Company with offices value 
of your property is a
in .10 states. - sizeable ne
st egg representing..
the lender points oetihat substantial borrowing
 pow-
many homeowners are rea- er.
Li:Mg arnoupts up to $50000
by borrowing against their
1210Per4-
Since most home
loans are written for
• For more information a-
--bout home equity loans write
to GECe Financial Services..
-Dept.-340S. 260 Long Ridge
o 10 Road, Stamford. CT 06902.
New G Water
Heaters Offer E.S.P.
the unproved gas water-heater
con save up to $170 over a
ten-year, period. That's En-
ergy Savings Payback.
And not only because
gas is nature's most efficient
energy for household use.
New gas water heaters-have
better insulation, energy-sav-
ing burners, and more ef- •
ficient heat transfer - all
designed to save on energy.
So when it comes time to
replace your old water heater
a fourth less gas. ___ with a n
ew one - think
when compared tot, -E.S.P. You could save a lor
ventional gas water heater, .ot 
money. ,
ESP. is Energy Savings Pay-
back. And that means more
money for the consemer.
According to the Ameri-
can Gas Association, the
average family uses 26,000
gallons of hot water a year.
That's a lot of water - also
a lot of energy. You can save
both with a new energy-Tf-
&lent gas water heater. Com-
pared to older models:these
new heaters heat the same
amount of water with nearly
Fencing






We Give free Estimates
300 South 11th Street, li-furrgy,Ky
with horizontal Woodsman
lap siding stained rich brown
to highlight windows. Cypres-
Side reproduces the wood-,
grain texture of natural pecky
cypress while Woodsman
k.oks and feels like rough-
sawn cedar. A re-designed
entry shelter with front door
accenting the vertical lines.
illuminated with a modern
globe fixture, completes the
contemporary effect.
The standard split-level
home below was transformed
into -a traditional English-o----yornoo-•*.
Tudor style with stucco-like
Stuccato panel siding ac-
cented with half-timbers over
joints for authenticity. A hint
of a- hip-roof over the left
gable, plus diamond-shaped
mullions on Windows and
doors, adds to the 16th-cen-
tury English decor.
Today's hardboard siding
materials are durable and
weatherresistant, too. Mason-
ite brand hardboard sidings
are corrosion-free and resist
denting, splitting, cracking
and hail damage for many
Insulated steel entry door by Peachtree Door, Inc., of
Norctoss. Ga. has a urethane foam core, which provides
high thermal resistance and structural strength:The foam
core is produced from urethane chemicals provided by
Mobay Chemical Corporation. The insulated door has an -
insulating value of R-14.9; solid Wood doors have about 1/5
of that thermal resistance.
Insulated Doors Are Now
Home Energy-Savers
Times are-changing for front
doors.
Insulated steel doors which
have allow six times the
thermal resistance of conven-
tional wood doors are making
their mark as an important
new energy-saver for the home.
That's the word from
Peachtree Door. Inc. of
Norcross. Ga.. which has two
plants making the urethane
foam insulated entry and
patio doors on a round-the-




which adds high insulating
value and structural strength
to the doors.
Traditonal doors have
been called one of the homes
"mosowrions energy drains.--
Air infiltration is the great-
est energy loss factor associ-
ated with doors, according
to Peachtree. The average -'
infiltration _loss-around a
closed, well-fitted and weath-
erstripped door is about S65
Btus per hour. The loss
doubles if there is no weath-
erstripping -"and quadruples
if the door is poorly fitted.
tempera-
, ture of zero and an inside'.,
temperature of 72°F. an a
erage of 18.000 Boo are lost
for every minuicznexterror
door is open. Al toda‘ s 
-
energy prices, it costs about
six or seven cents every iirna
the front door is opened
;...--lnsulate,d doors have 
a
thermal resistance value of
it-14.85. or h1/2 times as great
as ;solid wood -doors and

















peratures without losidg its
effectiveness. The foam-re-
' inforced composite steel
structure- sesists warpage.
twisting andbreakage.
The air infiltration rate of
the Peachtree insulated door
is 611 per cent lower,than a
tight-fitting wird door and
20 Per cent lower than for a
combination tight-fitting
wood door and storm door.
Peachtree reports that a .
six-city Study conducted-by .
Prof. William Z. Black of
the Georgia Institute of
Technology showed that in-
sulatedateel doors could ctif
heat-losses by as much as 85
per cent compared to other
doors.
In all cases, the calcula-
tions were made for_ doors
operating-in the average
temperatures in each city.
over a 50-year period.
Some_ typical findiags -in
the study commissioned by
Peachtree: in Minneapolis.
the annual heat loss through
1-urethane insulated steel
door' was calculated at
624,579 Attn. or 75 peTeett-------
below a wood door with a
storm door (2.440.295 MOIL
and KS per-vent -below-that .:.
of a conventional wood door
without a storm door 14.095X)0
Bt us). Translated into dollars -
at a cost of S.03 pei killoWat t-
hours. the annual cost of the
heat loss through a urethane
-insulateddoor was calculated
at S5.50. compared to $36
for the_wood door. •
Clsnsiderable savings were
also calculated for the same
doors in Chicago. Indian-
apolis., Atlanta. Seattle arid
Oilando.
-By closing •theright door.
rot can stop one "energy
drain- and Save on-Thelorne--
• - -few fv4ItetiftfocrnatiOnon
the doors. contact Peachtree
Door. Ine.. Norcross. (,A
100711.
Roof Ventilation Effective' Way To
Avoid Energy & Repair Costs
Attic insulation without ade-
quate ventilation is an invita-
tion to signific-anthonle PrOb-
terns. according to research-
ers for Alcoa Building Prod-
ucts. Inc.
Poor ventilation can add
to discomfort and air con-
ditioning costs in the sum-
mer, and cause structural
roof damage and loss of in.su -
!Allyn value in the winter.
researchers concluded after
extensive tests.
1. B. Spangler, Jr., general
manager for the Aluminum




There are two basic rea-
sons why the attic in your
home must be ventilated -
-greater comfort for your
family and less money spent
on heating. cooling and home
repairs.
"In an unventilated attic.
the summer sun can raise
the roof temperature to
160°F or more. Even ade-
quate insulation gln't stop
some of this heat from being
-radiated .to the ceilings of
the rooms below, then down
to the rooms and the people
in Wein. An effective attic-- --
ventilation system keeps attic
temperature within 10 or 15
degrees of the outside tem-
perature. even on the hottest __
days:
"When attics and ceilingS
are overheated, the air con-
ditioning system works hard-
er and wastes energy and
money. Without air condi-
tioning, your house is just,
that much better. An' over"
heated aqic•alsb can cause
roof shingles' to-deteriorate
.- even ti$ buckle and come
_
-- In winter, Mr, spongier
said, moisture from the house
works its way through the
ceiling insulation and attic. -
He, added: "When water
vapor from cooking:-bathing,
humidifiers and other sourc-
es roaches the cold attic
ceiling, it can condense into
droplets. soaking the pay)/
sheatbing, rafters, and other
structural members It  also
Can dampen insulation, mak-
ing it less effective. The re-
sult can be costly _damage
to the roof structure, peeling
paint on the outside of the
house, and higher heating
bills because the insulation
doesn't stay dry. loose and
effective."
A good attic ventilation
system, he said, removes rhe -
water vapor before it con-
denses and causes problems
for the homeowner.
Another winter problem.
Mr. _Spengler said, is ice
buildup at the eaves. Warm
air in the attic melts snow
on the roof. The water runs
down and re-freezes at the
eaves 'and in the gutters.
When the underside of the -
roof is ventilated, he said.




Of all the attic ventilating
methods, the most effective
and efficient is the ridge vent
system, Mr. Spangler said.
This consists of a continuous,
vent in the ridge of the house
and continuous soffit louvers
along both sides.
One such venting assembly,
according to Mr. Spangler.
is Vent-A-Ridge- stem in-
vented; patent& 
d uced by Alcoa-owned HC
' Products Company of Prince-
ville, III.
More than 21,000,000 feet
of Vent-A-Ridge, a key el-
•ement in the system, has
been installedio homes and
other buildings throughout
the United States. Its com-
panion installation : yent-A-
Strip, goes under the:eaves
of the house running parallel •
with the ridge. Fifty percent.
of the venting is in the ridge
-and-SO. pereent in the sot-.
fits.
The_ Alcoa system pro-
vides' uniform ,,sontinuous
ventilation along the under-
side of the roof and features
inverted louvers to block out
rain, sitove and insects: It
comes in colors:Merida with
the roof line, uses no elec-
trical power, has no moving
parts, and works effectively
with wind from any direction
- or when there is no wind.
-- When wind passes over
the ridge opening, it creates
a void Of -negative pressure'
in the vent area. Air then is
drawn from lower portions
of the attic and through the
soffit openings to fill the void.
This action, accompanied by
the natural inclination of hot
air to rise, causes constant
and faster circulation in the
attic. Even on calm days;
there always is an effective
flow of air to reduce attic
temperatures. _
Tests by HC Products and,
the Univerisity of Illinois,
Mr. Spangler said, showed
that air mooing at 1.5 cubic
foot per minute per square
flora of attic surface will ef-
- fectively remove heat build- -
. up in the attic. The "natural"
soffit-ridge ventinesystem
will do this without use of
power driven systems such
as fans or turbine genera:
tors.
- For example. he said, a
motorized fan on the roof
draws air on a straight line
from soffit vents, cooling only
a small portion of the under--
roof surface. If the fan is in
the gable end. little-or no air,
moves across any pia of the
roof surface. Fans generally'
are controlled thermostaticaf-
ly and don't operate iathç
winter-10 combat _Moisture
condensation. And in the
summer. tests shoo7eTeCtric-
ity used to power the fan
can equal or exceed the
savings in energy needed for
air-conditioning.
Mr. Spangler asserted:
"The initial cost of Vent-A-
Ridge system,-whether in ness.
construction or in existing
buildings, is the first and last.
cost. It works continuoioly,_
winter and summer, without'
attention. is is- equally effi-
cient in all climates and under-'•
all :conditions."
In new homes, Mr. Spang-
ler said, the cost of installing
the aluminum Vent-A-Ridge
system is little more than
building without it. As with
all, remodeling-labor costs -
add to the expense when
the system is incorporated'
into older structures: In ei-
ther case. the saving in ein- _






We have "Open House" every day in our
Quaker Maid kitchen display. We're anx-
ious to show you the many advantages of
Quaker Maids custom cabinetry. Starting
with the smartly styled door styles that let
you live in the colonial past, reflect nos-
talgically or project contemporary.
Crafted from mellowed woods, all Quaker
Maid cabinets are finished in a durable
moisture and alcohol resistant finish.
You'll like the convenience of lazy su-
sans, adjustable shelves and an abun-
dance of clever storage units. You'll
applaud our design service, installation,
and financing arrangements Our kitchen
is always open to show Quaker Maids

































wulli sponsor an eyvening of live
entertainment when members
of the speech team take the
- stage-to give the community's





poetry- to.comedy. A highlight
of the .e.oeuing will be the
performance by the Kentucky
State Intercollegiate duo
champions titled, "No Time
for Sergeants."
The -Forensic Follies" will
-begin' at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
April 18, at the Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery on the MSU
campus.
This column is designed to report On the.ectivit.es and positions of the candidates in Oil venom meepwide races ,nthis trioy s primary election Many of she illawcontoined ii, the column come directly frantic esiefilelii it his enstaff
• _
FRANKFORT, Ky. API -
Maned J. Vinson, alumni
director at Murray State
University, has filed for the
Democratic nomination for
state Agriculture Com-
missioner in the May primary.
Vinson served as assistant
conniqsioner of agriculture
for 13 years before taking the
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS 4 Got up
_1 Papa, and - 5 Employ
5 Southwest- 6 Preposition
_ .ern Indian 
_ 
Greek
13 Afrikaans 8 Candle f
t2 Wingtfice- 9 Warns -
n Drunkard 10 Turkish regi-
.4 Partner ment
15 Rest 11 Old musical
(7 Come into instrument.
view 16 Retail
19. Error18 Edible
20 Weird seeds .
21 Lampreys 22 Deep sleep
23 Separate ' 23 Man's name
24 Evil 24 Lad
2E Runs easily • 25 Exist
Seed • 27 Cronyr Conjunction 23 Be 'in debt,
•32 Stroke 30 Tiny
13 Pronoun 35 Walk un-
34 Still ' steadily
.36 Europeans 36 Equal ..
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42 Dwell -49 Turf
43 Gear teeth 50 Body of wa-
44 Asian sea ter
46 Afternoon 53 Sun god






























Duty. by United Feature syndicate. Inn.
raiser; 2 p.m. rally Adair
County High.
WHITE
- Tuesday, April 3: Mor-
ning at Leon and Maureen
Smith farm, Route 4, Bowling
Green; afternoon in Allen
County; 6:30 p.m. meeting
with faculty and public,
Western Kentucky University,
Murray post in 1968. 
dinner, Holiday ItiliShilvley.Vinson listed 10 areas of 
Saturday, April 7: Taylorconcern he will stress in his 
County ; 9 a.m. open campaigncampaign. They are 
headquarters; 10:30 a.m.promotion of the tobacco 
bank meeting and cam-industry, keeping an eye on 
paigning, Green County; 1the foreign. ownership of - p.m. Adair County fund.Kentucky arm' land, control
of inflation, agricultural
marketing and transportation,
fair prices for  producers and
consumers„..tetter relations
artunong farmers and con-
sumers, rural development,
better coordination among̀
 agricultural agencies, con-
servation and use of land and
promotion of Kentucky's .Bowling Green; 7:30 p.m.livestock enterprises.
'speech, Van Meter
• + Auditorium, western Ken-( EDITOR's NOTE: Below 
tucks' University. •--art schedules for the week of 
- Wednesday. April 4,appearances for candidates in 
Thursday, April 5, Friday,Kentucky's gubernatorial April 6 Activities in' campaign. Some schedules- southeastern ' Kentucky in..are incomplete and some eluding Bell, Harlan andevents subject to change. Whitley counties.Schedules for other can- - Saturday, April. 7,: GOPdidates appeared in Monday's fund raiser. Louisville, -edition.) 
04-02-79 01.19pes 938rit8C-STOVALL Campaign Calendar, Add,
Mountain 






Whitesburg; 8:15 a.m. ind
terview, 1,4
Eagle' 
.Whitesburg; 9 a.m., Lecher
County Courthouse, start walk
through , downtown
Whitesburgi.._.poon lunch,
senior citizens, Perry County
library; 2 p.m., taping, "Hills
and. Hollows" show, Hazard;
430 p.m. Pepsi-Cola plant
tour, Hazard; '6:30 P.m,Kentucky Chamber of 
1CiwatilsC3ub Dinner:-Commerce, 'Blue Grass 
Shamrock Restaurant,Convention Center, 
Hazard.- Louisville; 7 p.m. Public - Wednesday, April 4: 10Employees United !of -Kentucky StaleLegislative Action.' Holiday University fcirtirn, FrankfortiInn, River Road, Louisville. _p.m. -.Kentucky- Public- Friday, -April 6: 2:30 p.m. Health--Associatiuli, - Gartaping -of WHAS .-News House, Louisville; 6 p.m. fly t'Conference" program; 7:30 Bowling Green; 9 p.m. flyp.m.71ShtvelY London.
- Tuesday, April 3:*
Anderson County: various-
activities including visits to
courthouse, plants, senior
citizens; 4 p.m. bean soup
dinner, Stringtown Roritan
Club.
- Wednesday, April 4:
Jessamine County; _Noon,
Jessamine County- Cour-






















NOW I KNOtur OUR SHOES AND
WE PLAY SASEEALt 50Ck5 6ET KNOCKED tr
IN THE SUMMER... Eh' A LINE PRIVE, YouR
 --- FEET DON'T GET COLD
WHERE DID YOU











STUFF HERE TO GET
U5 TO MAWITAAN,










Thursday, April 5: 8:30
a.m.-1:30 p.m. walk in Hin-
dman; afternoon in
Prestonsburg. -
- Friday, April 6: 8 a.m.-1
p.m. walk in Pike County_ •
- Saturday, April 7: Nor-
thern Kentucky activities
during day; 6 p.m. Northern
Kentucky Women's Political
Caucus, Drawbridge Inn, Fort
Mitchell.
IEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) +--
Jack Smith, Democratic
candidate for state attorney
genera3,-- .said Monday
elimination of violence and
narcotics use in public schools
would teNs top priorities.
Smith, an Anchorage at---
torney, made the statement in
a Press conference at Bryan
Station High School, the site of




citizens task force of
prosecutors. school ad-
punistrators and teachers
from all regions of the state to
advise concerned parents and
community officials.
If elected. Smith said he
would "use the full powers of
the office to give school ad-
ministrators the power and
authority to discipline young
people who are disrupting
classrooms and keeping other
students from learning.
--Further, I intend for push
for legislation which Will keep
those who -eotntiliterimes at
school from coming back to
-the --classroom after arrest.
Our court syptem can , deal
effectively with those who
commit crimes, but
sometimes our school ad-
ininistra tors-seem too timid to
act." -
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
State Rep. Steve Beshelf,-D-
Lexington; -Monday filed his
candidacy -papers for the
Democratic nointratttar fer
-attorney general in the May
Primary. 
One of the four people
signing Beshear's papers was
Jefferson County -Com-
monwealth's Attorney David
Armstrong, who had con-
sidered making -the. race--
against BesTiear.
• Armstrong said _be., had
known both Beshear and his
opponent, Jacii-foraitiN-.4.cir
sevveral years and had met
with both of them concerning
the race.
"I am 100 percent en-
thusiastically supporting
Steve," Armstrong said at a
news conference prior to
Beshear's filing.
Also signing the candidacy
papers were former House
majority leader John Swin-




Preston, who served as press




In A Few Days
PADUCAH, Ky. fit13 -
Gov. Julian Carroll ,has said
he will announce who he
supports for the Democratic
nomination for - governor
"probably within a few days",'"1 darkfIesam ita I aeandrdsopcie,ppmerostlyowwhithe .: ..---
and face Lost in
and it Will not be John- Y-,
Bras
the vac inity of the New
wjr. former state corn-. please call 753 7618 after 5.30
Carroll has been assumed to 
Providence area. Answer to..
..-
the name of Pepper It seensupport
merce cortuniSsioner - *Terry
McBraYer for the party's
nomination. But when Brown
announced his candidacy last
week many people speculated
that Carroll would back him
because the two are friends.
Carroll rei•ently attended
Brown's wedding to former
Miss America Phyllis George
/15-SITANT
ern   Administrator 
Terrace 
LTaAOcipgpol y  
1505the
fityorite, ':111. tell you one
in_ BNuetw .1( 
Carroll 
0 i l told the
when he does name his
Paducah Sun recently -that- rateenturnthe-h-viouers or 9raivrile,--antsed t5--
.... __ . CPI-0'10K WANTED  
.- morev-A loos
trir-"7-71"11"Mt. • Stadium view- ..".CV at
thing, I'm noTgolffg tb...he
Phone cells.
e Dritie NoJohn
noYyMBhraows too ma outside
interests, and „" entuCky EXPERIENCED SEWN('
Manufacturingperson'Calloway
'Company,
Machine operators Apply in
needs a full-lime governor,"
Carroll said. .. it i Poplar 5,,,,..MUrtray, KY
NTRY °° is SKEW IR  THE 11ROSIFIEDSi
NOTICE





















Comp. Care  .753-6622
Fire(CRY) 753-1441
Fire (County) 753-6952
Foster Parents . .753-5362
Hospital - 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Com. . _753-0849
Humane S'  759-.4141
Learn To  753-2288
77Niedrine • 13 NEED
Parents' Anon. • 753-1792




• Sheriff  T53-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of -
The Murray Ledger &
Times an..-the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are orgidlit clip
the list and keep . handy
near the telephone.
1 2 2/10 acres with new
4 inch well, septic












ELDERLY LADY would like
another elderly lady tor
in companion Would share
living room and kitchen but
would have own private
bedroom and bath. 753 0274. 
HELP WANTED. Summer




Welch's and other famous
brand of pure fruit juices.
Service company established
account 84 better motels,
hospitals.,_! etc Minimum






Alabama 35211 or call Mr
Mali toil free) 800 633 4545 
Nap
WIRD
Reliable girl for part-




urgently needs person, male
or female, over 40 for
protected industrial Sales
territory No relocation.
AAA- 1 firm established since
1933 Liberal commissions,
Opportunity . for ad
vancement. pg. - personal
interview, write R.Q. Bell,
Southwestern -- Petroleum,
Box 789, Ft. Worth, TX 76101.
Equal , Opportunity
Employer. 
_ WAITRESSES AND break-
fast and dinner cooks_. wanted, days only, apply in
person, Hungry s1r .5409
Main Street. 
- 10. SUS. OPPORTUNITY 
--=--GLEAKIRG_ 'BUSINESS fOrsale. Well established,,
_ profitable. owner leaving
town, must sew Call 759 4.878
for more information
Looking for as
economy car? For Sal.
1111 Toyota Corona
Nark 11 000. C:11 431-
4310.
I BELIEVE the example
found in Luke RUTS, -Where
Jesul states. "There was in
the city . a judge, which
feared not God nelm-r
regarded man: and there
was a widow in that city i-end
She came unto him saying,
Avenge me of mine ad
versary, and he would not for
awhile but afterward he
said witilicatitnself, Though I
fear not God:shor regard
man, yet because this widow
troublouth me, I will avenge
her, less by her continual_szkelioe. she weary me V.
Would be a very good star
ting place to stop the illegal
sale of drugs and alcohol.
Dee Pinkerton 759 4600
tyeryone is going to the
Bel-Air Decor Store for











3. CARDOF THANKS . 
WE WOULD like to extend
our gratefutIness to everyone
who helped us get over our
recent fire We would
especially like to thank
Murray State University,
and the church who provided
so much foodlor us Both of
us really appreciate
everyone's 'kindness ancL,_
prayers. Bruce and Corny
Ottwa_y,
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST. APPROXIMATELY?
month old mixed breed
pm, .
LOST: SLACK Lab in New
Concorct area, answers tei the
name P ince. Reward! 436
2329.
LOST1-: ONE year old,
female, black cal, wearing
blue collar, Child' pet -753-
5531
i_OST BROWN leather
billfold with name Rex on it.




2 for sale - Both com-
plete, never erected.
'35' x 48' Modified
Straight-Wall - $4300.
50' x 80' Nearly
Straight-Wall Corvette
Style - $6500. Call
Johnson, 606.252-5676.
FOR SALE F isT food
restaurant, located in Cadiz,
Is. Alretttitl-POW SALE 
BRADFORD STEREO,
Cabinet model, with tape _player, turn table, and radio,
excellent condition, call 4892707 or 753 0357 
CHAIN SAW chains, .38"pitch for 16" bar,4512.69; 20"
bar, $11.99, 24" bar, $14 SS.
Wallin Hardware, Paris 
36'' DRIFTWOOD LAMP
with 4 foot marble top table




month 80 amp. $26.99; 60
month 95 amp, $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, 
MOVING SALE! Green
leather boro piece living room
suite, makes a bed, good
condition, maple twin bed,
book case head board,
complete, queen, size he
board, lull size box springs
and mattress, almost new
Several small items; 753,3870
after 4pm. 
SKIL SAW sale niodel 538,
529 99, mode-t-- 574, 134.99;
'model $59, 554.99; model 552,
$86.69, model 553, 572.99;
model 554, 579 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris, 
STIHL CHAIN saw, model
Farm Boss, has only cut 10
ricks of wood, 5300, Also a
Sears Coidspot, 21,000 BTU
salirsoco4nucl2it3io3n7er, 2 years old,
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
BLACK AND grey tweed
four cushion sofa with large
matching chair by Rowe,
$150. Phone 753-4519. 
FOR SALE: chest of drawers
ref 
inishidcntr 3 5, a1r5d7, .heid
NEW STOVE, used only 3
months, S250. 753-9699. 
OAK ROUND table and
chairs. Call 4354518. 
TWIN BEDS and bedding,
night stand, all new. 733 7909.
THREE PIECE beilroom
suite with beading. $200. 753-
9699. 
THREE , _PIECE white
!bedroom suite with box
Springs and mattress,
practically new. $175. '251
It. FARM EQUIP. 
FOP SALE: Cub tractor with
hydraulic lift, 3 pieces of
equipment, real good con
dition. Bill Brooks,_13ox 101.
Lexington, TN 38351. 19011
968-3.72.5. 
10 FOOT WHEEL disc. 753-
4681.
ONE ROW _Moho: Rector.
plow, disk, and cultivator.
Cali affeirl prft;-409-4116. - - 
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26" 28- 30-.• your choice,
s5-v;reac . ri- -
Parts
SPRAYERS,. 2 GALLON,
$32.99.  ....1 gallon, . $13.99;
stainless 3----9a1tan.-





grouP 3 EH' 
$41month guarantee, 6 molt 173






WI N. t2tli St.
or Call 133-321.3
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS deliver or will




pulpwood.. Will_PaY cash or
percentage, your choice We
also pay top prices on white
oak veneering. Call after 6
pm, 4894334. 
WHEAT DRILL, call 498
8376.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
LAWN MOWER battery, 24
month guarantee. $20_99
Wallin Hardware, Paris
von, 10 -ampS, goatror ,
S44.99. Wallin Hardware,
-.Paris.
TILLER,. 5 HP with Briggs
_____apd Stratton engine, chain--
drive. S709.99. Wall1f17.:Nee.-
dware, Paris ' 
WEED EATER, Model S00 0r
97, $3999 Why iniyihat high
peice when you can purchase
Model 7201 RotoShear for
only 532 99 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
WHEELBARROWS, $15.88,




for sale_ Wanted Respon
sible patty to take over
spinet piano. Easy terms.
Can be seen locally Write,
Credit manager, P0. Box
707. Carlyle, 1162231. 
WANTED' RESPONSIBLE
party to assume $15 a month
payments on like new organ.
. call 'Si 7675
LOST
I'LEASE HELP me find
my dog. Siberian husky,
ted., and white, has
collar, blue eyes, goes







Weekend work every 5th week. Excellent
salary and fringe benefit program.





Needed for 3 to 11 and 11 to 7 shifts in
progressive laboratory. Excellent salary
and benefits available. '-
,Send resurne aild_saTary requirements-to -
Rill Collins Lab Mgr.
COMinuriityihrspital
106 W. South Mule
Mayfield Kentucky 42066
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steel, $64.99, Colors, $69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. • ' 
'COMMODES, WHITE,
539.99, Colors, 147.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
EAR THWAY PRECISION
garden seeder complete with




kitchen complete. with 7
booths and tables. 436 2262. 
LAWN MOWER with steel
ball bearing wheels, 31.2 hp




NOW PAYING $3.50 per $I
face for all silver coins dated
up through 1964. More for
large amounts. 1965-69
_Kennedy halts, 65 cents each.
pickup---call _Cooley - in
Paris, (901) 642.5T18. 
RAPID GRO, 8 oz., $1.39; 16
oi., 52.19; 32 oz., $3.75; 5 lb.,
$7.75; 10 lb., $11.85. Wallin
Hardware, 
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
Only $12.99 - at Wallin Hard
• • 'ware, Paris. 
SAW DUST. for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.,
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352,5777 
STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
sink, double compartment, 4
hole, self rimming, $2999;
$3999, $-19.99 Wallin .Har
dware, Paris.
WE REPAIR antique clocks.
Call 753-7575. 
-ZENITH QUADROPHONIC
stereo, 4 speakers. Call 753-
8430 ONIIS-Prn 
26. TV-RAb10- 
CRAIG 23 CHANNELL base
radio. Turner two desk mike,
antenna and large coax. Call
753 5240 • ' 
MAGNAVOX COMPNANT
System, 150 watt receiver-,
turn table, 8 track. auto
-TeverSe, reel to reel, two 100
watt speakers...CAW 435-4134.
_ "-
SISSON'S ZENITH, 19 miles
west of Murray on Highway
94, is closing out all 73- color
t.v. 20 percent off retail price




beautiful combination colOr -
ticsiiimereer-ratt 
27. MOB; HOME SALES 
FOR SALE: ' 12 X 6Q, 2.
-bedroom mobile home, good
condition, new carpet
throughout, partially --fur
NICE TWO bedroom fur
rusaeo ,mobile home on
private lat. Call after 5 pm,
.119 1984. 
1976 NE MOORE, 12 X 65
central air, 2 bedroom, 2
bath, not furnished, set up on
122 -X 132 lot. Good storage
building Call 753 6969 bet
ween 8 and 5, after 5 pm call
436 5568. Shown by ap
pointment only: 
WANT TO buy used mobile
horn*. Call 753-15.51. _ 
1974,12 X 65 MOBILE HOME
3 bedroom, 2 bath, all
electric, $5500 or take over
payments 436 5839
NICE 2 BEDROOM mobile
home. Small, quiet court, one
or two persons only $90 per
month 753 8216 after 5 pm 
TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, 10 minutes from
Murray, good for students
Call 527 7621 after 5 PM. 
29. HEATING & COOLING 
FOR •S At-E -sir conditioners,
one owner Call 437 4844 after
5 pm.
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753 1551 or 753
9104. 
30. BUS. RENTAYL1 - 
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753,3018
after 5 pm. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 




washer and dryer hookup,
central heat and air. Call 753•
7550.
FURNISHED APART





stove and refrigerator fur-
nished, central heat and air,
available April 1 753 9741. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
stove and refrigerator and
water furnished, central heat
and air,1414 Vine. - --
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
NEWLY REDECORATED
sleeping room, one block
from University. Call 753
1812 or 759.4909. 
ROOM FOR rent, furnished,
2 blocks from University, all
utilities furnished. Living
room and kitchen privilages,
washer and dryer. 753-4140 or
436•2411. 






home in country, no pets,
$200 per month plus $200
deposit. 753-7671 or 753-8,111
TWO BEDROOM house in
Hardin. Gas heat. 753,4661.




Pasture Land in Cat-
tral_Callowaa coyaty. ,








carpeted, • air, trailer, $100
Per month. Call 753-7212 aft
er
3 30 pm or call Shady Oaks









MU HAIRCUT SI SO
r-L'Iosed All Day Wed
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00 ,
PRICE SNARE SI 25
For hospital & hoes. calls Meese call 753.3415 OM day
 hi ad.





Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for les5, --
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
GUESS WHAT'S UP!
OUR NEW SIGNS ARE UP!
ALSO
OUR LISTINGS ARE UP'
OUR SALES ARE UP'
.
WA 0.11(oppored Mashy maks boy* and **Mug real 'Nato
ill Bib 
'Roy for you' Morro, Sy
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP. 
FOR SALE: pure bred Durot
boars, service age. Call
William Yeargin, Puryear,
TN, (901) 247,3333. 
LARGE ROUND 'sates of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247 2889.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
A K C R E 01-54--Eft-E-0-
COCKERS, black, 10 weeks
old. 145. Call 753-8165 after 6
Pm. 
COON HOUNDS for sale
UKC registered Walkers, 7
months old. Call 436-5650, 
GREAT DANE puppies, AK -
C, 8 weeks, black, Paradise
Kennels, 753-4106. 
REGISTERED ENGLISH
Shepherd puppies. 753-8832. 
43. REAL ESTATE 
ARE FRUIT trees necessary:
in the city? They are to cooks
who will appreciate the
producing - apple, pear, and
peach trees on this lot. Low
cost living is possible in this
1 1 2 story with the $300 per
month rent paid to you while
You are landlord. Don't be
disappointed by a "Sold"
sign. Dial 753 1492 Now!!

















Realty, 753-1222 for all
the details.
"I'M A cozy Cape Cod" doi
ng
What I orta...why don't you
do-what you orta ...and co
me
see me today. will appeal 
to
the crowd- I'm a three
bedroom brick that needs a
little rejuvenation 3
beautift.il acres with creek
See today by calling 753149
2
Offered by Loretta Job's
Realtors.
r
- BOYD- *RS --
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
"Pride:A./4.nel Sery a es




scenic view in this
cozy, convenient 2
Bedroom, 2 bath home




Priced in Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
46 HOMES FOR SALE
THREE BEDROOM brick,
large fenced yard, fully
carpeted, assume low in
terest VA loan, quiet neigh







1971 HONDA 350, $1.50. 753-
7853
HONDA ROAD bike, CB 200
T, 4,000 miles, used only two
seasons, excellent condition.
731-0623. 
1975 MR 175, PERFECT
condition. Call after 4 pm, 
753 9500 _ 
141. AUTO. SERVICE 
52. BOATS & MOTORS
18' BOAT AND 80 hp motor.
436-2262. 
16' LOWLI NE BASS boat, 55
hp Johnson motor, heavy
duty Hoisclaw trailer Fully
equipped with all ac-
cessories. Been in water 5
times. Like new. Must sell
because of change in job
Call Dresden 1 901 364-5018 
-T969- -16socret--
boat and trailer. 18 hp
Evinrude motor. Call 753
3047.
"AM? THEN PARTING, ̀(OUR
HONOR, I MERELY SAID, HAVE A
NICE DAY.'"
13. REAL ESTATE_ 
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance& Real Estate











5 bedrm„ 3 down & 1 or
2 up, 14b baths, living
rm. & kitchen. Could






Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
TERRIFIC LOCATIOff...314
--S-61h4.11se location _
bedroom, 2 bath home. Close
to hospital, doctors, schools,
churches, and shopping.
8 esnstesthe 4 bedrooms -and 2
baths, you have large living-
room, kitchen, full baserrient -
and a 32 X 18 swimming poet.
and nation enclosed by
private wooden fence. Call
today for an appointment to
see at $47,500 The Nelson
Shroat Co., Realtors. 759.
1707. -
MOST kEASONABLY
priced!. Two, bedrooms with
bath, large living room and
eat in kitchen, lots of closet
space, located- in old Almo.
Priced in teens. Put this one
on today's shopping list. Call
753142.2. Offered by Loretta'
Jobs Realtors
IINVEST IN FUTURE LEIS
URE -
One of the remaining few es
colleen IIIIPill lerkefroert lots in
restricted was. Slack top
rood community weer in
street School A mail route





NICELY WOODED five 
acrp
homesites located - on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period_ -
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St , 753 0101,
753 7531.
Professional tier% e,




nestled in a private
wooded Site? See this 3
Br., 2 bath mobile
home with central
heat & air on 2 acres
1HT i'Vy. 94 not far
from Lake. ONLY
612,900. Boyd Majors












Be the proud overseer




on six acres near Ken-
tucky Lake. Con-
structed by slave labor
in 1838, and known as
the Hamlin Home, this
rare page of history is
listed with the
National Register of












Located at 808 Guthrie
is this completely
redecorated, three
bedroom, bath and a
half home. Central
electric beat and air,
carpeting and drapes.
Excellent location and
vacant for your im-
mediate po•secsion.
645,000.00.
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee, $22.88. 36 month
Oguarentee, 80 amp, S26.99.




grade, white wall, 4 ply
polyester with Road Hazard
guarantee. A78X13, $12.39
and $1.72 FET; E78X14,
$25.63 and $2.20 FET;
F78X14, $26.40 and $2.32
FET; G78X14 or 15, $28.39
and $2.54 FET; H78X14 or 15,
$30.52 and $2.76 FE
T;





Brand new listing in
Gatesborough Subdivi-
sion, vacant and ready_
to move into. Have you
ever seen a home with
the GREAT ROOM




starter, a lovely color
scheme and many
features you will want
to see. Three
bedrooms, 2-ki baths,
formal dining room, 2-
car garage, con-
venient kitchen with
pantry and island. Call
or come by today for -
an appointment.
Priced in the $60's.
Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
-TWO SCENIC lake lots, both
have completely furnished
mobile homes with central
heat and air. One located at
Panarama Shores, and one
near Harbor Hill. Both
priced reasonable. Available
at once. Call 436,5551 after 5
pm.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
A BEAUTIFULLY
decorated new 3 bedroom, 2
bath Colonial ranch. Formal
living and dining room, eat
in kitchen. cabinets galore,
energy saving fireplace, 10
closets plus 2 car garage.







baths, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat-in kitchen, study, double
garage and large fenced
yard, gas heat. 1701 Johnson.
753-1663. 
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat-in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
FROoaRd. 753 t405.by 
'owner: 3
-bedroom brick. 2 bath,
„_central heat angl air, call 753-
3710 after 6 pmi
Gatesboraugh home. Cal 759





300 Per Lb. Off Regular Price
Lb. $1.69
edhanliam_00.
107 N. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours:
7 A.M. *4 R.A1. Weekdays
7 A.M. to 12 P.M. Sot.
49. USED CARS 
1973 CHEVROLET
CAPRICE, 350 motor, good
condition, all power, $1400.
Monday, Wednesday and
Fridays, 753-8311 and ask for
Jon.
1972 CHEVROLET IMPAt4,




Carlo, new rebuilt engine,
new brakes, very good
condition, $1250. Call 753-
8120. 
1964 CHEVROLET II Nova, 6
cylinder, 4 door, motor and
body - in good condition. Ca
ll
753•9634-after 5:30 pm. 
1961 CHEVY IMPALA
convertible, ,needs paint,
floor, and interioc..y.k. 283
automatic, new top, $275. 753-
8124. 
1978 DODGE MAGNUM XE,
low mileage, call 753-9022
after 3 pm and ask for Ri
ck
Hall. ' •
1959 EDSEL, TWO door,
$100. Also 1964 Pontiac
convertible, $100. 436-2427. 
FOR SALE: 1974 Chevrolet
Suburban, loaded with ex-
tras, excellent condition,





1969 FOUR DOOR, Lincoln




WAGON, new tires and
battery, in mint condition.
Call 753-4684 after 5 pm. 
1973 MONTE CARLO, 62,000
miles, 435-4540. 
MUST SELL! 1973 Charger,
price negotiable. Call 767-
6102 after 5 pm. 
1970 OLDSMOBILE DELTil
88, 4 door Sedan, fair co
n-
dition, 5.300. 753-3245 after 5
pm. . 
1965 OLDS CUTLASS, 350
With power steering and





604 So. 12th St.
 \MW'
1978 T- BIRD, loaded, 8,000
miles, must sell! 753-9699. 
1972 TORINO. 4400r, power
steering, and air, good ggas
mileage. 753-3241 -after 5 pm. 
50. USED TRUCKS 
1978 BRONCO, 12,00Q
MILES, must sell! 753-9699. 
1975 CHEVROLET ONE ton
truck with hoist, new ires,
excellent condition. Call 436
2716. 
1961 CHEVY I/2 TON, 6
cylinder, stick shift. 437-063. 
1973 CHEVY L.UV pickup
motor, rebuilt engine and
transmission, will install.




TRUCK - '66 Dodge,
good conditon . 8650.
tall 489-7711.
Si-
1972 DODGE PICKUP, 68,000
miles. 753-4661. '-
1970 FORD. PICKUP with
camper, $1400. Call 753.3229. 
1967 GMC STRAIGHT shift, 6
cylinder, 34 ton, fair shape.
Phone 753-8474. 
4711-.TEEP CHEROKEE,
automatic with extras, be
st
offer. 753-3710 after 6 pm.
51. CAMPERS 
FREE! NEW ANE
automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east 
of .
Murray on Highway 94. 753
0605. 
1970 TOUR A HOME, 15 foot.
2 burner stove, sink, furnac
e,
sleeps tour, 5900 489-2589.
st. BOATS MOTORS-  • •
1978 16' ALUMNICRAFT
BOAT, Ez rider trailer. 1964,
20 fib- Mercury motor also
Min-cote ah trolling moto
r,
$1100. Call 759-4587 aftv 5
108 MODEL 19'7" deep
 -V
•RunabOUt with 428 
hp
Mercruiser, all a lurninuin
Tandum trailer Hai- 
btl“















BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and .roofing Sall 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. 
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, Vibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753.5827. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work
-Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,




remodeling, etc. Call for
estimates, 753-6122 after 4
pm.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs Call 436f
t








or finish, no job too large or
small, good references. 759-
1890. 
CARPENTER -NO lob too
small. References. Ask for
Clifford, 753-8973. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
'tin re-rt.-toilet% mps up to 24
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
_fac__free.. estimate1 Stevve




done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or 4nst8ilation, small
plUMbing, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also
done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM
for free estimates. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.




FOR CHAIN link fencing,
Circle A fencing, division of





I care, so call me
before you buy and
talk to an expert ex-
perienced in the field










753-2310 for free estimates. 
HOUSKEEPING WORK.
A37-4128. 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
_ CaJjAe_aA__7_53-2310, for free WILL D
O sewing for thehe















call Ernest White, 753 0605
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care by the lob or contract
for entire season will rake,
AN.----Irdzil-Alluneed, fertiliz
e,
and mow your lawn:care far
shrubs and flower beds. Call
436 5570 after 5 pm for free
estimates. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.  
WANTEQ -.... USED four and
five horsepower Briggs and
MITCHELL BLACKTOP- Stratton tiller motors. Will
PING, driveways and srherti=p--
ifitycluit..Tvm.144.,aftet.E.,....._
jobs a speciality, also pal, mP •
ching and seal coating. 753-
1537. 
ODD JOBS man. Painting,
yard work, etc. Call 492-8611. 
PAINTING OF all kinds.
Home or commercial. Call
Aurcita Painting, also dry
wall finishing. Call 354-8995. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling arountd the
home. 753.2211. 
WILL, HAUL driveway white
rock and also stockpile ttrne.
can at- see Roger Hudson at
753 6763 or 753 4545 
WILL MOW yards. Call 753,
CARPENTER WORK
wanted. remodeling a
specialty. Call 437 4588 after _
5 pm. 
.ROOFING, EXCELLENT
references-, call --753 14.96
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
WET BAac,MENT? We
make wet baSerTlents dry,
work completely guaran-
teed Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducati, KY




ce t useable items
for their rurnm
April 7th. Call 759-4887, 759
166-4, 753-0684, or 753-0762. 
NEED PLACE to dump wood
chips. Call George Landolt










This choice home will show you real pride
 of
/ ownership. Check out this lovely 3 bedro
om
home with formal dining room, family room with
fireplace, 23 x 15 game room and much, much
more. Located one block from Murray High
School. Priced at $62,500.
CARPET SALE!
Unheard of Price for this Quality!
'12 hflaavy back shags • many colors .$3.95 sq. yd.
•112,...1 1 4pircial tone rubber bock - many colors - $2.50 sq. yd.
•15 ft. cosamercial tweeds I style only • rod/Nock colo
r 52.50 sq.
yd.
'12 ft. 10 to Shags, jute hock- ince carpet .5.3.50 sq. yd.
'12 ft. Ni to Shag, Short Shag & Saxony Shag $4.95 sq. yd
We have in Mock what w• advertise. Wis also have more 
ex-
pensive carpet if you choose.
PASCHALL &
SONS CARPETS
8 mi. south of Murray, Ky., on Hwy. 641 O
pen 6
days/week, 8 to 5. Ph. (901) 498-9733.
FARMING EQUIPMENT
PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday, April 6, 10:00 A.M., 1979
Murray, Kentucky
Sole will be held 11 miles North of Murray, Ky. Follow Hwy.
 641 toward Hardin. Turn
West off Hwy. 641, 21/2 miles North of Almo Heights onto
 blacktop. Sale will be at
second house on left. Watch for sale arrows.
FARMING EQUIPMENT
Ford 5000 Tractor - Duals, Front Wts , 69 Md., Cylinder Hook-up, D
avid Brown
1210 Tractor - Spin Out Wheels - 1303 Hrs., M-Farmall - 2 row Fo
rd Mounted
Corn Picker; 6 Row IH Planter, Ford 4 x 14 Plow, John Deere 4
 x 14 Plow, 6 Row
Cultivator, John Deere 12' Dise, 300 Gallon Spray 1111g - Trailer
 Type - Good, 200
Gallon 3 Pt. Fiberglass Spray Rig, 3 Pt. Post Hole Digger, 
3' Rubber Tire
Wagons, 55 Gallon Spray Rig - 3 Pt. Hitch, Boom Pole, Trail
er Disc Plow, 2 -
Sets Trailer Type Plow, Miscellaneous Items.
This will be att Open Sale. If you hovelEquipment to sell, then
 bring it to this sale.
We expect to have several items brought.
NOTE: Don't Fail to attend this sale as crop time is here and you




Route 1, Almo, Ky.
Phone 502/437-4750
MIKE DAVENPORT
Route 1, Almo, Ky.
Phone 502/437-4741
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES '
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer tic. No. 67
Off. 239 University St. Phone 681-4244 Mar
tin, Tennessee
_.. Pelt kler:OLIA.Iiirdo' _ 
Terry Oliver Werodoll Alessedges
587 1544 --"- 344 270ir
 - . - - ---- - - -164-n;:. ,r;
PROFISSIONALIZED SERVICE HAS CAUSED MORI PEOPEI TO Sill
 Tit ALUAND111 WAY
•
Illinois, he was the son of the
late Joseph Perz and Sophia
Wozniak Perz.
The Calloway resident is
survived by This 'wife Mrs.
Gertrude Bakalla Perz,
Hamlin; two sons, Paul Perz,
Calumet City, Ill., and Bobby-
-Perz, - Dalton, Ill.; step
daughter, Mrs. Geraldine
VerWay, Dalton, Ill.; stepson,
Thomas McLean, Lansing,
M.; fotir sisters, two brothers,
three grandchildren, five step'
grandchildren.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home was in charge
of local arrangements and has
shipped the body by iiiiirahr-
to the Nowak Funeral Home,
Calumet City, Ill., with the
funeral to be at the•Our Lady
of Knocks Catholic Church
there. Burial will follow in the
Holy Cross Cemetery at;4
Calumet City.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE. Ky. I AP! USDA -
Cattle 1400: slaughter steers and heifers
firm: cows 1 00-200 higher. bulls-steady.---
calves and vealers steady; feeders 2.00
higher:
Slaughter steers choice 24 990-1230 lb
70 00-73 35, good 2-3 1175-1320 lb 65 20-
66.50,
Slaughter heifers chcace 24962 lb 70 50;
good 2-3 890-1210 lb 66.0648.00.
Slaughter cows utility 14 and com-
mercial 3-5 52 00-57 OD. high dressing
utility 57 00-60 00; cutter 1-2 48 0044 00;
canner and cutter under 600 lb 43 00-48 OD.
Slaughter bulls 1495-1750 lb 71.50-74.00, 1-
2 1000-1860 lb 64.2240.75;
Slaughter calves and vealers 140.275 lb
Vealers 57.00407.00; choice 370-400 lb
nkives,67 5491.00. feeder steers choice 300-
500 lb 65.00-97.00; 500-655 lb 77.00-91.00; 700-
880 lb 73.00-80 10, mixed good and choice
330-500 lb 76 00-90.00; 500-700 lb 67 0043 00,
700435 lb ss 06-73 25, good 350-875 lb 60 DO-
M 00 heifers choice 300-500 14 7000-47 00;
500-785 lb 63 00-73.25 mixed good and
choice 350-600 lb 60 00-70 00,
Hogs 600'. barrows and gilts 2540 losser-i
1-2 215-250 lb 46.05-46 15. 215-250 lb 4575-'
4600: 230-260 lb 44.8045 50. sows 1 00.2.00
higher 1-2300.400 lb 42 0043 00. 400.4505
43 00-44 00; 450400 lb 44 00-45 911: 350-600 lb
40.00-41.00, boors over 300 lb 3722-3720,
Seep 25, untested
o v .1 tit t Nit BRAY, Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES, Tuesday , April 3. 19'79
Deaths and Funerals
Lois T. Clark Dies
Sunday; Father Of
Mrs. Schroader
Lois T. Clark, father of Mrs.
J. D. Schroeder of Almo, died
Sunday at 8:12 p.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 75 years of
age.
Mr. Clark was a .retired
employee of the Mayfield
Laundry. Born .Feb. 27, 1904,
• he was the son of the late
Edmond Clark and Ada Mae
oug k . -
The deceased is survived by
Eula Waldrop
Clark, 804 South Second
Street, 'Mayfield; two
daughters, Mrs. J. D.
Schroeder, Almo, and Mrs.
David Bailey, Hickman; three
sons. Jesse Clark, Mayfield,
Frank Clark, Glen Burnie,
Md., and Robbie Clark,
Valparaiso,- Fla.; one sister,
Mrs. Louella Gallimore.
Marion; one brother, Clyde
Cla rk,- Pirrnouth,- ; - 17
grandchildren; __10 great
grandchildren. .
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home. Mayfield, with the Rev.
John Bradley officiating.
'Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Maplewood Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Joseph S. Perz Of
Hamlin Dies; Rites
Joseph S. Perz, No. 3 Ridge
Road, Hamlin, died Monday at
3:55 p.m. at his home. He was
73 years of age, and a retired
offset pressman.,--
• Mr. Perz was a member of
St. Lee's Catholic Church,
Final Rites Today
For J. E. Cochran
Final rites for James E.
( Mickey Cochran are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Alfred Taylor officiating
Burial will follow in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Mr. Cochran, 67, died
Saturday at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.




Stokes, Mayfield Route 1, and -
Mrs. Bob Kemp, Murray
Route 7; one son, James
Woods, Mayfield Route 1;
three grandchildren. .
J. B. Ross, brother of Ray
Ross of Murray Rautel..  died
this morning al 9:55 at the
Barnes Hospital, St. Louis,
Mo. !tie was 73 years of age. "
His wife. Grace, died in 1969.
Born April 29, 1905, he was the
son of the late Oscar Ross and
Myrtle Mae Crisp Ross.
Mr. Ross is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Karl
(Virginia) Runyan, one son,
Jim Ross, and four grandsons-
-Kevin, Kelly, and Kerry
Roades and Jeffrey Runyan,
all of St. Louis, Mo.; one
brother, Ray Ross anircidie7—
Lochie, one niece, Mrs. James
H. (Sandra ) McKinney. two
great nieces, Mrs. Kenneth
(Sherri) Mohler and Miss
Teresa McKinney, and one
great great nephew, Michael
Mohler, all of Murray. - -
The funeral arrangements
are now incomplete.
Mrs. Melvin MortonMurray. Born Jan. 26. 1906, in--- 
Dies With Funeral.
To Be Wednesday
Mrs. Melvin H. Eunice E.)
Morton of Hazel Route 1 died
Monday at 1:45--p-xn:--at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was.66.yoars of 
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church. Born Oct. 31,
1912, in Henry County, Tenn.,
she was -the daughter of the
late Irvin Grogan and Zetta
Mae Andrews Grogan. s.
, Mrs. Morton is survived by
her husblind-,-- 'Melvin .11
Morton, to whom she was
married on April 27,1929; two 





and Felicia Rhodes, and Cindy;
Hargis Denfip; two great
grandchildren, Joseph and
Jason Denfip.
Also surviving are five
sisterselifrie Ruth Henry,
Hazel Route 1, Mrs. Vye
Cooper, Florida, Mrs. Ellen
Prince, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Lula White, Hazel, and M.
Edna Parker. Murray; four
brothers--Dewey Grogan,
Hazel, -Stanley and Guthrie
Grogan- Murray Route 4, and
Gilbert Grogan, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. , at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Phil Mansfield and the Rev. H.
D. Lax officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White will be organist.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens._ ._
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today (Tuesday).
By BOB D%'ORCHAK
Associated Press Writer .
HARRISBURG, Pa. ( AP) —
Congressional experts warned today
that the Three Mile Island nuclear
reactor may be so contaminated by
radiation that the entire facility may
have to be junked, becoming "a $1
billion mausoleum." Federal officials
said the dangerous hydrogen bubble
(Continued From Page One
Kentucky's assets as a good work force,
good tax base, location in the heart of
the natiolier waterway for transportation
oods and # major producer of
energy iiifFel'atiti-051-Marthe-can----
didate said that he would be active in
recruiting good, clean industries to the
state.
"What we're talking about is
salesmanship," he said. "This state has
probably the best opportunity for in-
dustry than any other in the nation."
' Mrs:- Sro-eqt, a fe,mer .CBS,..sporl-
scaster who used her -Miss America
title to launch a career in television,
said that she has learned much about
the state from her new husband, who
she termed as "its No. 1 salesman."
"Ithink the designation as 'first lady'
must be • eatted,"__she_ said; "Eyen
though -I am originally from Texas, I
feel very close to the people of this
state. Their Southern hospitality has
been overwhelming."
The Browns purchased a farm in
Lexington fssllnwing their St. Patrick's _
Day wedding.
Truck Slams Into
Rear Of School Bus
GREENWWN., I7CPC
— A semitrailer truclt loaded
with steel slammed into the -
rear of a school bus carrying
more than 40 papas near here
today, injuring at least 16
students and the two drivers,
authorities said. - -
Both the bus - and truck
ciserturned
-fine student was listed in
 critical but stable condition at
Howard County Hospital in
Kokomo, said Mary Erickson,'
the day _supervisor. Another
student was admitted to the
hospital and was in
satisfactory condition.
Most of, the other injuries
were believed to be fractures
'dud cuts from flying glass.
authorities said.
State police •Sgt. Richard
Jones said 40 to 50 students
were on the bus, from the
Eastern School Corporation in
Howard County.
Prices of stock of local interest at









G A F  1164 wie -
General Care... . „ ..
General Dynamics 32%General Motors   57,4 -"sGeneral Tire 240a -%
Goodrich. .   19% AtHardees   117a +4
Heublein . 22hi une
IBM 316% 4-255
Pennwalt . 31% +As
Quaker Oats  24% unc
Tappin 1"Takaro 28 -f-'5Wal-Mart . 244 -4- LaWendys  194213 1944A
Hog Market
.4Federal-State Market News ServiceApril 3,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog MarketReport Includes 7 Buying StationsReceipts Act. 417 Est 550- Barrows &Gilts 25 lower Sows mostly 5041 00tinaier
U.S 1-2200.25011)5 144 50-41,00US 2200-24011:is 
- 144 35-4420US 2,3 240-250 lb,.643.22-44.35US 2-4220-2013 lb, $42 22-4320Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lb, - 14000-4160--LIS-144610-450-16*--639.00-40.00L'S 1-3 450-500 lir,' 64000-4200US 1,3 500-650lb, 94200-4720US 2-3 300400 lb,
Boars 132.49-3350
'
THE SINGING GOFF FAMILY will appear in cohcert at the Trinity Christian Center,
North 12th and Olive Streets, Murray, on Wednesday. April 4, at 7 p.m. Their concert
will include old time gospel singing mixed with contemporary music, according to a
center spokesman who invites'the public io attend.__
• _
inside the reactor was continuing to
shrink.
But they also worried that vital
measuring instruments might fail
because of intense radiation — making
it impossible to be sure what conditions
inside the reacter were.,
In Washington, Sen. artjr—Triiit,
chairman of the subcommittee on
nuclear regulation, said "it might be
more expensive to clean up the plant
than it was to build it. It might be a $1
billion mausoleum."
Rep. Morris K. Udall, chairman of
the House energy subcommittee, said
the contamination inside the can=
tairunent building was "unprecedented
in the history of nuclear power" arid
was "so bad it will be months before
any -poaaible- Pi a n 1151_ 1180-Itegink it in-
deed a cleanup is possible,
"Nobcaty'eAma those fuel rods, that's
the troubie;" Udall said. "You can't
open up the top of the reactor and look
in, its just too badly contaminated in
there."
A spokesman for the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission reported that
measurements showed the volume of
the gas bubble was still being reduced
while radiation emissions that have
plagued the plant since last Wednesday
apparently -have eased.
"We're going to check it, recheck it
L-suld check it again,"-NRC spokesman
Jlffi Hanchett - said of the bubble
shrinkage.
Meanwhile, scientists on the scene
near Harrrisburg y were studying the
potentially elplosive and lethally
radioactive gas bubble and monitoring
the sensitive instruments inside the
PRESENTS CHECK — T P Delaney Jr., president of the
Murray-Calloway Counts Jaycees, presents a check for
$200 to Taft Reeder, member cif the Calloway-County
High School Special Olympics basketball team, to help
pay for the team's trip to the Class AAA state cham-
pionship tournament last weekend. Calloway defeated
Louisville Durrett 37-34 for the state-title.
A headline in Mondays edition incorrectly stated that five
persons have been appointed to two newly created energy
and utility regulatory commissions by Gov. Julian Carroll.
Actually, six persons - three to each commission - were ap-
pointed by the governor.
The Murray Ledger & Times mes to correct promptly any errors
in 'fact or darify any miskading information appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. Yo report an error or need








"We know many of these systemsmay be at or beyond their design
performance," said Karl Abraham, a
spokesman for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
Pre-school children and pregnant
women were still being kept at least
five miles away from the plant, an
estimated 50,000 people have left the
ara voluntarily, and businesses
reported widespread absenteeism.
Technicians toiled to dissolve the
bubble's hydrogen by defusing it into
the cooling water piped into the reactor.
Then, in another building, it bubbled up
like soda pop does when a bottle cap is
opened, releasing carbon dioxide.
They also activated a "hydrogen •
.reeembialar'._!_onr_liCeii- in lead brista.__
which helped blend oxygen to form
water, further drawing gas from the
atomic powerhouse and speeding the
time when the reactor could bebrought
to a cold shutdown.
A cold shutdown is the point at which
the reactor no longer poses any risk of
escaping control. Water in the reactor,
some 60 degrees hotter than the boiling
point, must be below boiling and the
pressure relieved.
On Monday, Harold Denton, the
NRC's operaUons chief in Harrisburg,
said the hydrogen and oxygen gas
babble had shrink "dramatically,He
said signs were positive and that the
bubble had shrunk to a much safer Mims- •
with leas threat of displacing the
reactor's cooling water.
Denton said radiation inside the top of
the reactor building was measured at
30,000 roentgens an hour, a rate at
which a fatal doss would be absorbed in
30 seconds. —
One NRC official said radiation
drifting from the disabled powerhouse
had dropped to low levels on site.
Denton also said the reactor's tem-
perature had dropped significantly,
with.,only two fuel cells, out of 177, over
400 degrees, several hundred degrees
below the point at which an explosion
becomes likely.
But another NRC official, Richard
Vollmer, said of the bubble, "We
believe it is prudent to sit arid wait a
little while to make sure it's not coming
back."
•• 
(Continued From Page One I
sophomores and 64 freshmen. Special
education students also participate, in
the program, Dallas said.
It has no committrnent to college
ROTC, Dallas added.
Along with the goal of being top
program in the state quality-wise,
Dallas said the students are also
striving to be the biggest program in
the state.
In order to increase enrollment,
students have done recruiting among
— --their peers and in -vs...-totee eigM. grade
. classes.
"The kids have done a tremendous
amount of work for the inspection and
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